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VOL. Ill— NO.

HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE

18.

Eardwirt.

(Our parhctjs.

goltond City $cu!$.

Hardware Store; sell cheaper than any other;

8th street

AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER,

Produce,Etc.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY ,VT

BOLUXm

UN,

• •

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOKND'S BLOCK.

V

GO
GO
GO

MW

i

0. 8.

DOE83URG &

Co., Publishers.
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Onions, $ bushel ................ 1 26 (to 1
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Potatoes, $1 bushel ...............
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Timothy
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TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
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......................

One tuiu&reoften

llnon, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for tint insertion,and £> cunts for each subsequent Insertion for any period under three

Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed $1 lb ....................... fl
Chickens,dressed per lb ...............8

7
8
Lard, V lb ..............................
(to 10
Pork, dressed$1 lb .....................
7 Go"#
Smoked meat, V lb .....................
12 (to

months.
3 M.
1

Square ...

8 50
, ...........
.................. 5 no
................ 8 («
Column .................. 10 (JO
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“
X "
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"

8 00
00 10 00 Smoked

8

00
00
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17

25 0(1
................. 25 00 40 00

...............17

1 Y.

5 00
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%

6 m.

(Xt

GO
GO

ham,

H

lb

..................... (to 1"

Smoked shoulders, V

17 (K)
25 00
40 00
65 00

DD

................
GO

Wood, Staves, Etc,
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 4 00
changes.
green ................... 3 00
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
beach, dry ....................3 00
lines, $100 per annum.
*• green ...................
2 50
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- Hemlock Bark ...........................
5 50
lished without charge.
Staves, white oak,. .................. 12 00014 00
An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote Heading holts, soft wood ........... 3 000 3 50
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z sig- Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 4 50

“
“

“

nify that no paper will be continued after date.
IJT All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

“Grace” (Episcopal) Church, of this
was consecrated last Friday after-

city,

If ROON, G. J.. Retail Dealer In all thehranches noon, June 12, 1874, by the Bishop of the
IV of Hardware.A lull stock always on hand;
Diocese, assisted by the Rector of the
8th street.

“

1808, with Mr. H. Walsh as Superinten-

numbers at present about one

dent, and

hundred scholars. The present vestry is
parish the Rev. J. Rice Taylor, and the
composed of Messrs. H. Walsh, T. D.
If AN DKR VEEN. E., Dealer In GeneralHardfollowing clergy from abroad: Rev. Samware; cor. Eighth and River street.
Powers, Wm. J. Scott, W. H. Joslin and
\TAN LANDKGEND A MELI8, Dealers In uel Karp, of Grand Rapids; Rev. Hender- A. J. Clark.
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple- son Judd, of Allegan; Rev. William Stowe,
The records of the Church were all dements; Eighth stroet.
of Grand Haven; Rev. A. W. Snyder, of stroyed by the fire, and are again being
Betlll.
Muskegon; Rev. B. F. Fleetwood,of Mar- collected from diocese statisticsand from
AETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor quette; Rev. J. I. Webster, of Hudson; memory.
1 V
First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and
Rev. G. E. Peters, of Albion and the Rev.
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
The congregation acknowledge their

Y
Y

pITY HOTEL. E. Kellogg A Son, Proprietors.
\J Built In 1873; Furnished Inelegant style, and
hotel throughout.

a first-class

PHOENIX HOTEL, J.

9

Turkeys, $Mb .........................Go 1°
Tallow,V lb ..........................GO 7

Ryder, Proprietor:
opposite thcC. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.

I

Liveryand Bali Staklei.

1YENDER, G.

13

W. W. Raymond, of Hillsdale.A num- gratitude to the

pastor, Mr. Taylor, for
from Allegan, his increasing effort* in raising the necesGrand Rapids and Saugatuck, and among sary means for erecting this building.

ber

them the Treasurerof the Diocese, P. E.

Over $1,000 were collected in the Diocese
Do Mill, Esq., of Detroit. The Bishop de- of Michigan, and the remainder in the
livered a brief address in which he strongEastern Dioceses. The Church la now
and pertinently advocated reverence for completed with the exceptionof the car-

ly

U. Livery and Sale Stable; new

opposite City Hotel; Market street.

of visitorswere present

places consecrated for public worship.

pets and organ. The grounds are nearly
At the close of the services a collection finished, sidewalk laid and shade trees
pOONK.II.,Liver)’ and Sale Stable; Market
13 street.
was taken up amounting to eighty-twodol- planted; all it lacks is the fence. And
barn

;

VTIBBELINK, J. II.. Livery and Sale Stable; lars, which was appropriated for church exgood accommodation for horses; 9th street, penditures. The hour of worship having
Stave bolts, softwood ...................... 3 50
Stave bolts,hardwood ...................... 4 00 near Market.
been changed from 7^ o’clock in the eveRailroad ties, ................................
15
Xanafaetoriei,Mllli, Shops, Stc.
ning, to 1 o’clock in the afternoon,
Grain, Feed, Etc.

lx

another very importantitem is that everything is paid
about $500.

many

TTEALD, R. K.,

(Corrected hi/ the “logger Wile.)

0 $ 1 40
Corn, shelled 6 bushel
05
Oats, V bushel ..............
45
Buckwheat, V bushel
80
Rye, W bushel ..................
80
85
Bran, $1 ton ........................
18 00
Feed, V ton ......................
30 00
*1 100 lb .....................
170
Bariev, » 100 lb ...................2 75
Middling. 100 lb ................. 1 50
Flour. |F 100 lb .....................
4 00
Pearl Barley, $1 100 5. ..............6 00
7 00
Buckwheat Hour, $ 100 lb
4 50
Fine meal, V 100 *>
2 00
Wheat, white V bushel .......... $1 35

.............
.....
.............

Chicago & Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken

Sunday, May

Effect,

NORTH.

QOINCI
NlghtEx. Mall.
A. m.
P. M.
9.10
12.15
A. M,
8.37
4.31

4.35
5.35

6.07

1874.

GOING SOUTH,

STATIONS.

Mall

Eve. Ex.

p.m.
8.00
4.65

Chicago.
New Buffalo.

9.00
11.80
P.

24,

m.

A. tn.

6.30
8.05
P.

“

0

..........

m-

................

7.10
7.28
8.00
.... ....

Manufacturerof and Dealer In were prevented
IT Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
ices.

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

I

of Hugger Mil lx; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Proprietors

from

attending the serv-

the

with the exception of

-

--

Holland City Newt:
Woman-Suffrage.

The parish has good cause for congratu-

Saw ana Flour lation upon the

final result of their labors.

The previous house of worship, formerly

OCOTT, W. J., Planing, Matching,Scroll-sawkj ingand Moulding; River street.

Hr

for,

used as

a

“ select school,”

was destroyed

IT
The calm and

dignified manner, in

which the popular mind

is grappling

with

the proposed new* amendment, must bo

by the great fire of October 9, 1871. Their
very gratifying to the friends of universal
CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build- new church is a neat, tasty and suitable
sutlrage. The real point at issue is being
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
frame building, battened ; the main part
laid more hare, and we wish to assist if
WINTKRS BRO'S A BROWER (ftteccMOl* «> being JiOxOO ft., with chancel 17x17 ft., the
?Y Dutton A Thompson), Engineers and Ma- vestry and organ rooms being each 8x12 possible, in the removal of subterfuges.
chinists. See Advertisement.
Hence wo reject every “ gauntlet” thrown
ft., and situated each side of the chancel;
yEEB CARL. Proprietor of IMand Brewery;
in our way, and be assured, we do not
Aj tenth street, opposite Tannery of Oappon A the vestibuleis 7x8 ft., and the furnace
throw out any gauntlet which might inBertsch.
room under the building is 20xJ10 ft. The

T7RHBEKK,

V

H.

W

.

A

11.40
1.45
12.51
10.66
•
••••.
. .
12.43
12.40
10.41
Richmond.
12.25
E. Saugatuck
12.05
10.05
Holland.
A. M.
11.30
New Holland
5.10
Attorseji.
11.16
9.22
Olive.
5.21
tangle
in
personal controversy.
Beat Bjrheti.
.
.
building has a small bell turret,with a
11.09
Ottawa.
5.27
|
M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
There
are
things
that
would tax the mind
10.57
9.05
Robinson.
5.35
II. Notary Public; River street.
If LEYS. P., First Ward Meat Market; best of spire 24 ft. high. The windows are lan11.42
Spoonville.
5.48
of
an
Isaac
to prove, which any
Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
10.35
8.45
Nunlca.
6.15
cet shaped and finished in gothic style.
Vf C BRIDE. O. W., Attorney at Law andSollcl10.15
8.20
Frultport.
hold that the wo6.32
ifl tor In Chancery; ofllco with M. D. How- TfUITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and On the inside, the building is wainscoted fool might deny.
9.40
7.50
Muskegon.
7.3)
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
man-suffrage
movement,
has
become
vegetables;
Meat
Market
on
8th
street.
Montague.
8.15
8.25
as high as the windows, the remainder of
6.45 ........ Y\RT. F. J.. Attorney at Law. Collecting and
Pentwater.
10.00
the
test question of genuine Americanism ;
\/-AN DER HAAR. II.. Dealer in Fresh. Salt, the walls and ceiling is plastered. A tripY_/ Pension Claim Agent. Oftlcc, East of *• City
and Smoked Moats and Vegetables; paper
as pro or anti slavery was once the test
Hotel."
and twine; 8th street.
let w indow adorns the chancel, three w inGrand Rapids Branch.
Gr.Junctlon.
Feonavllle.
Manila!.

3.15
8.56
4.07
4. 1C
4.25
4.55

gitoincsss

JUmtoni.

us

a

TOWARD,

•

6.25

0
0
0

.’

122.

Howard, H. Walsh, W. L.
Hopkins, B. Vospcr and W. H. Joalin.
The Sabbath School was organized Jan.
1,

$

bushel ......... ........
© $
Beans, V) bushel ...................1 50 ((0 I 75
Butter, V lb .............
15
Clover seed, V bushel ............. (to
Eggs, V dozen ....................
18
Honey, W fi) ........... ........... 13
18
Hay, V ton .......................12 00 GO
Hines, green lb ...............
®
Apples,

NO.

Messrs. M. D.

Ooniecration of Orace Church.

TTAVKRKATK, G.J.ASON, 1st Ward

II

WHOLE

20, 1874.

Newton
We

IV

now

IV

V

Bakeries.

Taken

Effect,

Sunday, May

24,

1874.
1)

D

GOING SOUTH.

GOING NORTH.
STATIONS.

Herchiat Tailon.

Mall.^^Expreia
m.*r p.m.
-LOO
10.00

INNER ANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
Bakery; baking done

to

order; 8th street.

pOSMAN, J. W.. Merchant Taylor, and Dealer
13 In ready made clothing ana Gents’ Furnish
ing Goods.

dows in the front of the
above these is

a

rose

w

building, and

indow, seven

question of loyalty.

Charles Dickens used to say that his

feet

faith in the peajde
in

diameter.

they were

waa unbounded, when
Americanism is,

irrll governed.

The plans and specificationswere prounboundedfaith in the jwojle when they govW.. Merchant Taylor. Cloth purchus- cured from G. W. Loyed, Esq., of Detroit.
this
ed
elsewhere,
will be cut to order. Repairing
ern welt. And this is, or should he the an9.46
Zeeland.
11.46
The foundation walls arc of Holland
promptlyattendedto. River street.
9.83
11.88
Vriesland.
Banking and Sxchangeimating germ in every politicalstruggle.
9.20
11.20
Hudson.
sand stone, from the quary of Mr.J. Roost,
Notary Puhliei.
9.07
11.07
Jennlson’i.
Let the full blaze of the light of civilizaI.r EN YON. NATHAN. Banking and Collecting.
and were laid by Mr. E. E. Witbeck.
9.01
11.01
Qrandvtlle.
IV
Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and pvOESBURG, H., Notary Public and Conveyantion
be brought to bear upon this focus,
8.40
11.40
Gr. Rapids.
River streets.
The woodw’ork was contracted by Mr.
xJ cer; office at residence. Ninth street.
that the principlemay be understood in
Books and Stationery.
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance R. K. Heald.
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
all its relations,and stand either approved
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;ColThe inside walls and ceiling arc a bard
TJINNEKANT, Miss A. M., Dealer in Books & lectionsmade In Hollandand vicinity.
or condemned. We are now nearing the
Taken Effect, Monday, May 11, 1874.
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
and white finish, plasteredby Mr. Joseph
zpith of popular government in this
itreet.
•17 AN BCHELVKN, G., Notary Public. Justice
Clapper.
of the Peace and Conveyancer; Office,Hutdoing: South.
9olag North.
country,and that the words “ white” and
/"'I LOETINtiH, A.. Book-Binder,and dealer in
No. 3
No. 1
land City News.
No. 2
STATIONS.
The painting was done by Mr. E. E.
No. 4
\J Books and Stationery ; River street.
“ male” should be stricken from our statp. in. a. m.
p. m. p. m.
7 30
1T7ALSII, II., Notary Public, Conveyancer, Annis; the outside is of a light stone, sanMuskegon
2 25
9 40 12 45
ute
books, seems hut the logical result of
I/WNTKRS,
L.
T..i
CO.,
Dealers
in
Books.
8 30
and Insurance Agent. Office, Ci/y />n/0 ded with Lake Michigan sand. On the
Ferryibnrg
3 03
8 40 12 Ol
IV Stationery, Toys, Notions and Caudles;op- Store, 8th street.
8 40
3 06
8 10 12 (X)
Grand Haven
the principle,
posite City Drug Store, Eighth street.
3 40 9 35
Pigeon
inside it is of light oak and varnished.
7 25 11 27
It is somewhat singularlyco incidental
4 08 11 04
Holland
Paiaten.
6 40 11 (X)
The pews are of ash, with trimmings of
Boots and Shoes.
4 28 11 35
Fillmore
5 30 10 40
that
the champions of class rule, should
1 (X)
5 21
YX7 E Y M A R A K RU I DEN E R, House A Carriage black walnut, and can accommodateabout
Allegan
4 00
9 50
TCLFERDINK A WESTERUOF, General dcalPainters;shop over Vaarwerk's Grocery
practise the same tactics which were pracJTj crsln Boots and Shoes ; repalrlngncatly done ; Store, First Ward, Eighth street.
three hundred persons.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R. River street.
tised by the pro-slavery party before the
The furnace is put in by Messrs. Van
Fhotographi.
war, viz.: quoting the Bible in support of
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
laken Effect, Sunday, May, 24, 1874.
II Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.; J ALDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems Landegend & Melis.
their doctrines. However, they are eviThe glass is from the works of Messrs.
Eighth street.
Ij in all the various styles and sizes; Gallery
FROM GR’ND
TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
dently lost in the mazes of their own logic,
on Eighth Street.
G. Misch A Bro., Chicago. It is stained
Express. Mail.
Express. Mall. OPRIIT8MA, L. & SON. Dealers In and MannSTATIONS.
for we hear very little of that now, and it
facturenof all kindi of Boots and Shoes ; 9th
P. M.
A. M.
A. M.
P. M.
PhyilcUfil.
and enameled with various designs and is but due to the honest skepticalminds
8 00
10 00
4 20
Grand Rapids.
9 15 street.
8 15
8 59
that they should be disabused from the
4 35
Urandvlllc.
9 47
A NNIS, T. E., Physician;residence, opposite emblems.
4 48
8 28
Byron Centre.
9 32
8 44
Dragt and kedicinet.
i\. S. W. cor. Public Square.
idea that the Bible is behind the times in
There
windows
were
mostly
contributed
Dorr.
8 43
9 17
8 30
6 03
matters pertaining to human welfare.
Hilliard*.
8 52
6 12
9 08
8 20 T'\OESBURQ, J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medi- / CARPENTER, J. H., Physician, Surgeonand Ac- by members of the parish, the SundayTherefore we beg leave to say, that accord9 00
Hopkins.
9 00
8 12 \J clues, Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phy- Vj conchant. Office and residence on 9th street.
6 20
Allegan.
9 20
8 38
7 52 sician'sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st. Strangers are requested to Inquire at Van Patten's. School and Bible Class.
6 88
ing to Biblical history we are fully warOtsego.
9 44
728
8 13
6 03
The chancel windows are a memorial to ranted in calling upon women to bear with
Plalnwcll.
9 52
8 05
6 12
7 20
ITAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- T EDEBOER. F. 8., Physician and Surgeon:
Cooper.
7 46
6 25
10 05
7 05
clues, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr. Ij Office In Van Landegend’s Brick Block, 2d Mrs. Miriam M. Walsh, of Lansingburg, us the responsibility of government.—
Kalamazoo.
6 50 W. Van Den Ukro's Family Medicines; River St. floor.
10 20
7 35
6 45
N. Y.; three other windows arc in mem- When, for instance,Israel was exceedingly
Portage.
7 14
6 28
10 41
7 07
troubled bv the Assyrians, and no one was
Schoolcraft.
10 68
6 58
6 12 VI7ALSII HEBEH. Druggist A Pharmacist;a full POWERS,
HomeopathicPhysician and ory of William G. Lcdcbocr, Mary C.
7 24
found to deliver them, then arose Debo6 48
• 6 08
Surgeon: office on M. I). Howaud's lot, cor7 .34
11 08 Flowerfield.
stock of goods appertaining to the business.
Moorenark.
6 38
Clapper and Charles W. Walsh. The re- rah, a mother in Israel. And even Gen.
5 53 See advertisement.
7 44
11 18
ner of 8th and River st.; residence on 10th st.
Three Rivers.
6 28
5 43
11 28
7 64
Barrah did not venture out with his army,
Florence.
6 17
5 33
11 39
OCHOUTBN, R. A., Surgeon, Physician Ohstetrl- maining w indows are contributed by the
807
Dry Qoois.
until Deborah went up witli him and diConstantine.
6 10
5 25
8 14
11 45
clan. Regular graduatedand Licensed. Of- Bible Class, the Sabbath-School and the
A.M.
P.M.
rected the movements. Then, all Israel
P.M.
A. M.
lYERTSCII, I). General dealer In Dry fice at residence, corner flth and Fish street.
following persons, each window contain- came to her to be judged, she being ruler,
White Pigeon.
6 00
5 15 13 Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
8 25
11 55
P.M.
A.M. cor. Eighth and Market streets.
A.M.
P.M.
Giwisg KacUaei.
ing the name of its donor: Wm. J. Scott, judge and juror; and all the people dwelt
9 20
10 40
. K8Q
820 Chicago.
P.M.
A.M.
A M.
P.M.
TfANTEKS, A. M., Agent for Grover and Ba- Mrs. TT Kenyon, T. B. Powers, John Itf peace. Then again Huldali, being un2 30
5 85
Toledo.
11 25
11 00
IV ker’s Sewing Machines; Eighth street.
doubtedly president of a theological instiRoost and John Coatoworth. The winA. M.
P. M.
P.M.
A.M O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In Hour and
tution, was called upon by the king to ex7 05 . 10 10
Cleveland.
7 20
7 05
Feed, Grains and Hay. Mill-stuff, &c., Ac. LaQiidlen.
dows in the organ room arc donated by pound the law (attorney-general),and with
A.M.
P. M
P.M.
A.M. harbo's old stand, 8th street.—Sc# Advertisement.
1 10
4 05
Buffalo.
1 00
12 25
I'VE VRIES, U.» Dealer In Harness. Satchels, Miss Laura M. Heald, and the eight win- a satisfactorysolution.
Furaltare.
Trunks, Saddles, Whips, Rohes, etc.; dows in the vestibuleby the following
It is true, from his purely ecclesiastical
Eighth street.
VfEYER H., A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Furmembers of the Sabbath-School: Willie writings, the ghost of 8t. Paul is someIVl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, \7AUPELL, H.. Manufacturerof and dealer In
times Invoked with great solemnityby the
Picture Frames,etc.; River street.
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; Garrod, Annie Breymau, Mary Hopkins, masculine party, like that of Hamuel by
Eighth street.
The MERCHANTS and SHIPPERS of Holland
John C. Post, Henry M. Ferry, John A. the witches: but we protest against any
and vicinity are hereby notifiedthat the GOOD- 13 EIDSEMA J. M.. 4 SON, General Dealers In
II)
Furniture
&
Coffins;
Eighth
street.
See
adBUvil,
Wood,
Bark,
Itc.
Roost, Walter C. Walsh and Frank 1. such abuse of the most sacred scriptures;
RICH TRANSPORTATION COMPANY will carry
they were not written for politicians to
their freightfrom Chicago to Grand Haven as fol- vertisement.
TRANTERS, R., Dealer In Staves, Wood and Walsh. The whole is built in strict com- dabble with; and admitting tor argument’s
lows:
General Dealen.
IV Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street. pliance with the original design and speciGeneral Merchandise—Dn* Goods, Groceries,
sake, that St. Paul should have demanded
Hardware, Crockery, Drug*, Boots & Shoca. Hats
1AUUR8EMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
fications, and finished in a good and work- silence of all women, at all times, he has
Tolaceo&BdCigars.
A Caps, etc., at 18c per 100 lbs.
LI Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
I ion, Nalls A Spikes, Lead, Paint, etc., at 15c per
nowhere forbidden them to vote. Wo do
Clothing and Feed; River street.
^PE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco, manlike manner, to the great credit of
100 lbs.
not mention these facts to draw argument
Cigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Grain, Feed, Potatoes In Bags, etc., at 18c per
botli architect and builders. The entire
rpE ROLLER, D.. Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
from them, but we do not want the glori100 lbs.
cost at dedication, including the grounds, ous revelation of God to be regarded as a
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyWagoBBikertaad Blackiaithi.
Bbls Syrup, Whiskey, Oil, Pork, Vinegar, etc.,
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
at 40c per bbl.
IfLIEMAN.J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop; is $6,500, of which 1,250 has been contrib- dark book of dark ages.
Bbls Sugar, Rice, Peas, Beans, etc., at 25c per
* Now let us return a moment to modern
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing uted by the parish.
\7\AN PUTTEN A DE VRIES, General Retail
bW.
Dealers, In Dry Goods. Groceries, Crockery, done. Cash paid for Furs.
history.
What eulogies are paid to queens
“ Grace” Church was organized in the
OTITEH FREIGHT IN
HatsandCaps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
that have ruled. Take Katherina,wife of
Watches aad Jevelry.
ARRANGEMENTShave been mjido with Mr.
fall of 1807, with a membership of six.
Peter the Great, who has laid the foundaH.P. Clay, Receiver of the M. L. B. Railroad, for T17ERKMAN, H. D., Dealer In Dry Goods, OroThe first Episcopal service in this place, tion for modern civilization in Russia.
A
LBERS
A
WYNNE,
Jewelers
and
Watchmacerles,Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New
the following Bates from Grand Haven to Holland.
1\ kers. The oldest establiihmentin the city; was held in that year by Rev.' Robert Compare Queen Elizabeth of England,
InetuHre qf Cariaqe at Grand Paten:
Store, Eighth street.
Eighth street.
1st class, 2nd class, . 3rd class, • 4th class,
T17ERRMAN A SONS, General Dealersin Dry
Wood, of Kent Co., now of Washington with Henry VIII and George III. And
even to day, England stands foremost
Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.; TOSLIN A BRKYMAN. Watchmakers, Jewel10c.
crs. and dealers in Fancy Goods; cor. Eighth Mine, Lake Superior. During the year among the nations in civilizingand chrisGrain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River st
Forlnrther Informationapply to Mr. P. PFANand Market streets.
following, occasional services were held tianizingthe world; and is it because
BTIEHL, Holland, or address:
Grocerie*.
by Rev. J. Rice Taylor, of Grand Haven, there woman has a voice in choosing her
GOODRICH TRASPORTATION CO.,
fj'LIETBTRA. A., Groceriesand Supplies ; a
rulers? No! but a woman rufei all Great
Sidewalk Plank.
4 Chicago, Il)g.
ho afterwardsorganizedthe Church and
ready market for country produce; a choice
Britain. The precedent is established,
BFThe evening train for Grand Haven, connects stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st.
ecame its first Rector, and still fills that follow citizens! Woman’s adaptability to
with this line of Steamers. The Boat for Chicago,
A choice lot of dry pine 2-inch cull plank for
osition in connection witli his parish in statesmanship,
leaves Grand Haven every evening,except Satur- 'T'E VAARWRRK.G. J.. Family Supply Store;
stands out in bold relief, in
sale cheap, by II. D. Post. Also, No. 1 Shingles,
days, and waits until the arrival of the M. L. 8.
a choice stock of groceries always on hand,
au untuck. The first vestrv consisted of 1 the records of aws
cheap.
Train.
i Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

Ixpreai.
A.

m.

5.20
5.34
5.47
6.00
6.13
1.19
6.40

Mall.
p.

m.

4.50
5.04
5.17
5.30
5.48
6.49
6.10

1

Holland.

)KSS1NK, Mus.

I

a.

L., Proprietress of City Bakery

;

Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments tn
line sened on call; 8th street.
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vieittd by &

Borien of incendiaryiirea during the paat two
or three

yeam

The President has nominated

J. C. Bancroft

Davis Envoy Extraordinaryand Minister Plen-

The East.
Williamupokt,P*., haa boon

commission composed of three persons,to be
appointed by the President,one person by the
Governor of eaoh State through which the
road shall pass, and three persous by the corporation, but tue. charges shall not ezcood 10
cents per bushel of grain by the car-load, bulk
freight, and 86 dents por barrel of flour from
Chicago or St. Louis to Jersey City. The
names prf the proposed incorporatorsaro left

involving U»o deHtructionof

over a million dollara' worth of nrrtporty.A
few dayw ago five merabora of the volunteer
fire department of tiie town were arrestedon
suspicionof being the incendiaries,
and they
have confessed to the crime.

ipotentiary of the United States to the

German

Empire. . .The House Committee on Railroads
and Canals have made a favorable report on
Representative Hawley’s bill connecting tfis
.

waters of Lake Michigan and

the Illinois,’

for a fortnight, because of violent attacks upon
at-Largo for the Slate of Alabama was passed....
its policy. Paul de Cassagnac,the editor of
the House bill to prevent discriminstlou
In rates
the first-namedjournal, in his last issue reWednesday, Juno 10.— Fenn/e.—Ingallsin- on the Pacific railways was passed without amendrnent,
plied to the demand of M. M. KchoeJcher and
troduced a bill to abolish the Hoard of Indian ComTestelm, who were delegated by the RepubHotwa.— The conteited {electioncase from Arkanlicans
reparation raipfionew....Howe, from the ConuniMee ou For-, sas of Bradley against Hynaa was decided in
elgn
Relatione,
reported
a
bill
relating
to
telo^
for his article attacking the members of the
favfrof the4»ter.,JCouferei
Left. Ho says therein (that ho assailed, M. graphje communUftioBbetween the ualtod States ordWed on the 'Geneva Award jcomrnittees were
and foreign countt«i..-,.Tli4 bill ta'iniend thq
lid Indian Apnr<>Gambetta and other Teputies,hut not M. 1 uMeniH Iteveuuf lawn, and tO,rej>eal >iou4k-a, wu« priatfpn biUi....A *1111 wi
passed
ssed providi
providing
that
nol>ody
shall
be
demouanau, who is not. therefore,entitled to flpwiy paaketf.wRfc ouij- thtab jiiiBBalliu/i<tc-HWouso bf K^reacuiillw^
iem«Wwi fro
u m^yffieiritory who
reparation, but, says
Cassaguac, if M, Flanagau,down and Peaae.
has not attained tho age of 25 years and IhW seven
Clomenceauwants a personal quarrel ho can
UoM«t.— Tha Way* and Meant Committee report- years a citizen of the United States,and who shall
have it. Do Cassaguac says ho particularly ed adverselyon the following bUla; To aboliHh
not be an inhabitant of the Territory ; and no perwishes to fight M. Gambotta, and adds that
dhe tax on cigars afld tobacco, and to etrengthen son who la guilty eitherof bigamy or polygamy is
nine members of tho editorial staff of Ac Payt
to repeal tho taxes on dia- to be eligible. The bill docs not apply to sitting
are willingto right nine of tho Republican public credit
Delegates....The contestedscat from Arkansas
Deputies, and will draw lots for the choice of- tiilod aplrite and tobacco; for the inane of Wilsulre(sitting member) against Qunter-was
coqvwtijjlobonda ; ,to iiapoae income tax ; to awarded to . the latter. .,.
bill for the
advoisaricft ijnd of duns . ft wan tdihwu dursettlers . ,
the
Moines
d!“J
..Bock introduced rsliet
ing the recent disturbancesat Paris and Ver- r*?m
a bill for the relief of owners and purchasersof river land grant was passed under
sussailles that a majorityof tho police were ar- lauds sold for direct taxes in the Inenrrectlonarv
pension of the rules ..... The Joint Investigation
dent sympathizers*ith tho Bonapartists. Staten
Butler'SHubatitutefor the Geneva Award Committee ou the District of Columbia made their
The atiuy, itis more than suspected, has a Ml! was taken up and paseed-182 to 101 . It pro- report, which was ordered printed. It sustains,In
vides
for
tbe
payment of clalma iu the following or- the main, the allegationsof the memorialists, and
similar tendency.
der: (1) Direct JoeaM; (2) war premiums; (:i) iu. recowuiuiidtho entire abolitionof the present
Saint Croix, Gnmbetta's assailant, has surauce companies that lucurred dfreetlosses.
DistrictGovernment.No mention Is mad* of auv
been tried before a Paris police magistrate
persona involved by the Investigation..... The bill
Thobhday,
11.— .Senate.
bill
to amend the Bankruptcylaw was passed as it came
and sentenced to six mouths' imprisonment
authorising the importationof goods for tho Irom the Senate. . The bill to perpetuate the Southand to pay a fine of 200 francs. He was also Centennial free of duty was passed....The Ju- ern Claims Commission was passed.
ordered to pay tho costs of his trial. TLo dicinry Committeereported favorably
the
other, rioters were sent t < prison for terms bill concerningcourts in Utah Territory....The

CONGRESS.

to demand armed

Do

;

ou

.

Tho

of

on
bos
/t!"
Mississippiand Rook rivers. The bill authoru
izes and directs tho Secretaryof War to lay
out and construct a canal from a point at or
.
near Hennepin, by the most practicableand
convenient route, to the Mississippi river,
An important verdict has just been ren- with a branch canal or feeder from the Rock
dered in the New York Marino Court in the river, at the city of Dixon, connecting with tho
June
-Tho
case of H. B. Claflin k Co. against the West- main line of the canal near the town of Sheffield. The total length of tho canal is 102
ern Union Telegraph Company. The amount
of money involved is not large, being but miles, at an estimated cost of a littlo over
$4,500,000. The bill appropriate $1,000,000
$3 12, but the principleat issue was an imou
toward its commencement.
portant one. The plaintiffs sent the followUnthinkable Mechanics;
ranging
from
one
week
to
a
month
____
Chili
The following is the vote of the Senate
Senate decided that there were uo grounds
ing dispatch to one of their salesmen traveling in Uio Boutli : ’‘Allwitic P, twelve I), on the Compromise Currency bill: IVos— has been agitated over the sale of forged for action against Senator HippicBy means of a tiny diamond point at
Mitchell, of Oregon, Ho acknowledges that he
twelve one-half off trade.” In iho AUison. Bogy, Carpenter,Clayton, Con- drafts on the ValparaisoBank to the amount changed
the end of a machine, composed of exhis
name
and
declares'that
he
supposed
of 32,000 pounds, by A. G. Wendell, son of
course of transmission the
was
Ms first wife was dead before he married a seecnd
changed to
and, iu consequence, over, Dorsey, Ferry i Mich.), Gilbert,Gold- Dr. Wendell, of New York.... A Paris tele- time. ...The feature of the day’a session wan the quisitely graduated systems of lessening
the salesman disposed of goods at 14} cents thwaite, Harvey, llitcucock,Howe, Ingalls, gram says Clenienceau has sent another 6 abate on the finances, which was participated In wheels, a Mr, William Web, of London,
Johnston, Logan. McCreery,Morrimon, challenge to Csssagnac, with a nroposition by Morton, Sherman, Logan, Jones, Thurman and is able to write upon glass the whole of
a yard which were 2 cents higher at the time,
involvinga lose to the firm of $300. On the Mitchell, Morton, Norwood. Oglesby, Patter- to match ton Republican Deputies against ten others.Without reachingu vote the Senate ad- the Lord’s prayer within the space of a
son, Pease, Pratt, Ramsey, Robertson, Scott, Bonapartists. Cassagnac’s reply is that he journed.
trial, the telegraph company set up as a detwo-hundred- and- ninety -fourth of an
fense that the dispatch being iu cypher, Sherman, Spencer. Tipton, West, Wriglit— 32. will fight nobody but Gambetta.... The temHouse.— Daweo, after the reading of the Journal,
inch iu length aud one four-hundredA’oys—
Alcorn,
Anthony,
Bayard,
Boutwell,
perance
crusade
has
reached
tho
Sandwich
Isshould have been repeated, under the conmoved to go to Speaker’s table and pass all the
Buckingham,
ConkUiig.
Edmunds,
Hanagan,
lands
.....
The
great
international
race
for
the
and-fortietn
part of an inch in breadth
ditions on the company's blanks, and that the
bills to which no objection was made. Under this
— .^J}0 peasureraent of the dot over an
salesman himself was negligentiu selling at a Frolinghuyseu, Hager, Hamilton (Md.), Ham- Grand Prize of Paris, run at Paris on Sunday,
ilton (Texas), Hamliu, Jones, Morrill(Me.), Juno 14. was won by the English colt Trent. motion a large number of bills were passed, inprice loWer than had been known for years.
could write the
cluding the bill authorizing tho making of medals “i” iu print!
Notwithstanding the defense, the verdist was Morrill (Vt.), Sargent, Schurz, Stephenson, ....BritishColumbia, incensed at the treat- commemorative of the first meeting of the Contiwhole 3,560,480 letters of the Old aud
Stewart,
Stack ton, Thurman, Washburn— 23. ment she has received from the Dominion
given againstthe telegraphcompany.
nental Cougivssand the Declaration of ludepcudCameron, Dennis, Lewis, and Windom. who Government,has broken faith iu the matter of cnee.... The House was engaged for some time in New Testament eight times over iu tbe
The West.
have voted for the report, were paired with confederation, and has sent a delegation to considering the Sundry Civil Appropriation bill in space of one square inch of gloss; and,
Tuz National Anti-Slavery Reunion was Cragin, Wadleigh, and Saulsbury,who would represent her griovancesto the Imperial Gov- Committeeof the Whole. A projroHitionto insert when this wonderful microscopic writan item appropriating $76,000 for the Washington
have voted against it. Senator Carpenter, ernment.
held in Chicago,commencing on the 9th
Monument was negatived, Garfield offeredan iug is enlarged by photography, every
from the Committeo ou Elections, reported to
Monday, Juno 15. was an important day in item appropriating $7,000 to reimburse Gen. O. O. letter and point are perfect and can be
inst. The meeting was largely attended, the Senate that, while said committeoconsidHoward in his expenses for defending his official
many prominentold-line Abolitionistsbeing ered it impolitic to adopt a ballot-box,it the French Assembly, being tbe occasion of conduct as Commissioner of FreedmenVAffaire, read. Amazing as this is, however, a
present,including Vice-PresidentWilson, who recommends unanimously to tho States sev- the introduction of the Constitutional bill Hpeer suggested that there had beeu no such prouo- wealthy hanker at London, named
was elected Chairman of the meeting. ..Ad- erally Marstou's safety ballot-boxas an excel"itlou made to pay the expenses of President Peters, invented a machine in 1855 that
and other prepared by tho Loft Center. Cassirair I*e- Johnson iu defendinghis official conduct.
vices from the West represent that the Com- lent preventive of ballot-stutling
reiro offered tho measure, and moved that it Garfieldremarked that Johnson’s acquittalhad not could write three times as finely as Mr.
anche and Cheyenne Indians are preparing frauds.
be declared urgent. After a heated debate bewu unanimous,as Howard’s had beeu. Tbe ques Webb’s,
for a raid into Texas ____ The first train of cars
The House Committee on Territorieshave
the vote was then taken ou the motion for Ion was passed over informallyin order to allow
passed over the bridge at Ht. Louis on the
reported a bill defining the qualifications of urgency,and it was agreed to— yeas, 345 ; Garfieldto find the law under which the item would Prairie Chickens as Potato-Hug De9th of June.... The hog cholera is playing
be in order. Kellogg offeredan item appropriating
Delegates from the Territories, namely : That nays, 341. Urgency haring been declared,the 125,000 to enable the Presidentto carry out the
stroyers,
havoc with the swine in Jackson comity.111.
bill
was
referred
to
a
committee
of
thirty.
civil-service
rules. After a long delate, and pendGov. Carpenter,having been appliedto by the Delegate shall be 25 years of age, be a
Mr. Theodore H. Drake, living on
citizen uf tho Territory, anil shall have resid- La Rochefoucauld then introduced a resolution ing action on the motion, the House adjourned.
tbe Iowa Grangers as to his action relative to
Muscatine island, informs us that it has
ed seven years in the Territory which he is in sshstauce as follows, which was read amid
Friday, June 12.— ^Senate.— Carpenter,from
tho Railroad Tariff law, replies : “ Should the chosen to represent : and further, no person profound silence : " The Assembly declares
been discovered that prairie chickens
the Committeeou Privilegesand Flections,reported
that
the
Govorumeut
of
Franco
is a monarchy ;
railroads attempt to overthrow it by appealing guilty of bigamy or polygamy shall bo allowed
make food of potato hugs, and he very
that the throne belongs to the head of the adversely on the Senate bill for further protection
to the courts, I shall not hesitate m the duty to represent any Territoryin Congress.
correctly concludes that everybody
House of France: that Marshal MacMahou in the elections for President, Vice-President and
which will then be upon me, to seo to it that
General.
may assume tho title of Lieutenant of tho members of Congress,with a written report, ami should know it aud spare the prairie
all the authoritypossessed by the Executive
The sessions of tbe American Institute of Kingdom." Great excitementfollowedthe the committeewas discharged from further consid- chickens ; hence he requests notice to
is invoked to secure its enforcement.In the
oration of the •ubject....The
amendments of tho
performance of this duty, tbe law associates Homeonathv commenced at Niagara Falls on reading of tho resolution. La Rochefoucauld House to the bill to amend the laws relating to he made of the fact generally iu the
moved
that it be referredto tho Committee of
with me the other members of tho Executive the 9th inst. Dr. Youlin,President of the
patents, tra.le.marksand copyt ights were concurred newspapers. If prairie chickens are not
Thirty. The motion was rejected by a ma- in, aud -tho bill passed. ...The new Finance bill
Council,each of whom is entirely in sympathy
disturbed,they will become quite tame.
Institute, iu his address, stated that France jority of 100 votes — It is reported that
agreed upon by the Conference Committee was
with mo in respect to the line of our duty iu
One farmer ou the island states that he
has 4.000 homeopathic practitioners,Ger- eighteenCarlistofficers have been shot at taken up and passed by a vote of 82 to 23.
the case of resistanceby the railroad commany
500, Great Britain 400. Italy 200. and tho Toloesa, Spain, by order of Don Carlos, for
has
seen them going through his potaflow*.—
The
bill
appropriating
tvsys#
for
the
panies."
United States nearly 8,000.
to-patch, and it has been proved by exrelief
of
the
sufferera
by
the
Southern
inundaThe places of the union miners at NelsonA l roe meeting was held in Toronto, Cantions was passed.... The House reatuned consider- amining their crops that they eat potaville, Ohio, who have been on a strike for sevTHE CROPS.
ada, last week, for the purpose of discussing
ation of the Civil Appropriationbill. An amend- to hugs.
eral weeks, are being supplied with negroes
ment was adopted providingfor the payment of
tho proposal for connecting Lake Ontario and
It is also said that ducks will devour
Conditionof the Growing Groin and the old Choctaw Indian claim of $2,100,000. The
from the South. Severalhundred arrived last
the tidal water with Lake Huron and the lakes
potato hugs if they are not given other
Tobacco.
item
appropriating
$25,000
for
the
ex|>en*>es
.-f
the
week, and more are engaged. .. .The police of
connected therewith,by moans of a canal. A
Tho followingis a synopsis of tho leading Civil Hervice Reform Commission was stricken out. kindsoffood.— Muscat *m ([a.), journal.
Salt Lake City the other day arresteda soldier
A $300,009appropriation for the WashingtonMonuand confined him in jail. Gen. Morrow de- resolutionwas adopted’ to the effect that tho information regarding tho growing crops pub- ment
was defeatedon the g-ound that it was not a
construction of the Huron and Ontario Ship
Clean Teeth.— If you will only keep
manded his surrender,which being refused,
Canal was a commercialneces ty. It was lished by the NationalCrop Reporter of the work authorized by law. Au item of $20,000for a
he proceeded to break open the jail and reyour teeth clean they won’t decay, The
lighthouse
at
the
mouth
ol
Thunder
Ray
river,
stated that tho county of Siracoo had prom- 15th inst.: Reports from correspondents dated
Mich., was inserted.
lease the man ____ A dispatch from Dubuque,
wonderful dentifrices which are sold at
ised a bonus of $800,000,and that other aid June 1 indicate a severe drought prevailingin
Iowa, says : “ In ten or a dozen counties west
would be forthcoming.
Saturday,
Juuo
13.— .Senate.— Went, from fabulous prices are greatly inferior to a
of Humboldt, and up the west branch of the
nearly all portionsof the country east of tho
reportedad- simple mixture of soap and prepared
Des Moines river, tho country is full of loCivil Service Reform has como to an abrupt Rocky mountains, as fur as New England, with the Committee on Transportation,
versely on the House bill providingforthe.con- chalk, with a little somethinglike orris
custs. They have alreadyeaten tho growing
end. Congress refusing to m»ko any further more or less damage to tho growing crops in
crops on the grounds and left the fields as
structionof the Fort St. Philip canal....A bill was root ; hut the essential articles are soap
mdst sections. Since the date of these re- passed providing for the care and custodyof per- and chalk. The druggist will prepare
barren as a board. Many of the homesteaders; appropriationsfor carrying it on.
ports there have been very general rains sons convictod iu courts of the United Htates who
in despair of a crop, have packed up and are
Political.
have or may become insane while in prison.. . you enough for a quarter of a dollar to
moving out of the country."
The Republicansof the Twenty-second throughouttho country, and it is thought The House bill providing for the enforcement last a long time. When you go to bed,
enough
to chock all damage on tho score of
Tiie troublesin the Hocking Valley (Ohio)
ot the collection of thy tax of 5 j*r cent,
District of Pennsylvaniahave renominated drought.
authorized by law on the net earnings of the Pacific with a broad, soft tooth-brush go
mines wore a serious aspect on tho 13th. A Gen. James 8. Begley for Congress ____ ApBVieo/.— The conditionof the growing wheat lailway compinit s was passed.
. Morton, from the
through tho mouth thoroughly. If
dispatch of that date says : “ Over 300 negroes pointments by the President : W. C. Whit- in the States of Illinois,Indiana. Iowa, Kan- Committee on Privulcges amt Flections,retried
disposed to a bad month, you may rewere brought here yesterdaymorning and son, AssociateJustice of the Supreme Court sas, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin,was favorably on the House bill to provide for the elec- peat the dose in the morning. But the
tion of Congressmnn-at-Largefor Alabama....
Quartered at Longstreth's m lies. During tiie of Idaho; Roger 8. Greene. Associate Justice nearly 3 per cent, above a good average conSherman, from tho Committee on finance, principlearticle for keeping the teeth
dition.
In
Illinois^and
Missouri
tho
csudition
day the strikers have succeeded in persuading of tiie Supreme Court of Washington Terrireported adversely ou the House bill to provide for
of
the
wheat
was
very
high
; iu Iowa 5 per
clean is a toothpick,a soft goose quill,
about fifty negroes to desert and como over tory: Charles H. Webh, United States Attorthe abatementor repairmen!of taxes m distilled
cent,
above
an
average,
and
in
the
other
to them, telling them they would furnish ney for the Western District of Wisconsin :
‘•pirits in bond destroyed by casualty.... whi<h you must use after eating, no
The Chair laid before the Senate & resolutionof the matter though it is a piece of apple,
money and send them home, and the negroes Franklin W. Oaklev, United States Marshal States below the average.
Oats.— The condition of oats in the same House disagreeing to the report of the Conference
believedall this, and are in the public square for the Western Districtof Wisconsin ; LuCommitteeon the Finance bill, and asking for a new and, if convenient,after the pick use a
to-night, where the union is holding a meet- man Norton Judd, Register of the Land- States at tho dates mentionedwas 6 per cent,
below a good average, Missouri being the only conference.Edmunds moved that the tnbj* ct be mouthful of water to rinse from the
ing. Severalnegroes have made ‘ipeeches, tell- Office of Dakota.
referredto the FinanceCommittee,further conferState reportingabove an average.
teeth what the toothpick may have
ing the miners to hold out if they have to
ence being useless. Rejected. The question then
The Illinois IndependentConvention asy/ar/ej/.—
Estimates
as
relate
to
the
area
wade through blood to secure their rights "
being
Wrights
motion
that
the left.
sembled at Springfieldou the 10th of June. sown this season in barley indicate in the Senate insist
iia amendments
....The new Chicago City Directory,just issued, contains 151,918 names, an iricrorse of David Gore, of Macoupin county, was nomi- States previouslymentionedan increaseoven aud grant a committee of conferenceit
The Markets.
18,865 over that of 1873. Making an estimate nated for State Treasurer, and S. H. Etter. of last year of 262 acres, and make tiie area this was agreed to- yeas, nays, 17.... The Chair
laid before the Senate a resolution of the House
year,
in
round
numbers.
580,000
acres.
NEW YORK.
of the entire population,with tho ratio three McLean county, for Sup- rintendentof Public
Jtye.— There is an estimated falling off this disagreeingto the Senate amendments to tho Beeves ......................... 8 (& 12
and oue-h&lf,which has always been consid- Instruction. What is known as the Decatur
Moiety bill, snd asking for a conference committee.
ered fair and just, and by which the popula- Platform was adopted with a few slight season in the rye area, averaging in the same Sherman moved that the Senate insist upon its lioos— Drenecd .................
7J
States
3
per
cent.,
or
10.150
acres.
The
area
tion of Chicago has been arrived at during changes. . .The State Reform Conventionof
amendments and grant a committee. Agreed to, Cotton ........................ 18| ®
Flour— Superfine Weateni ..... 4 50 (S> 5 15
the past tive years, tho result gives a grand Indiana met at Indianapolis on Wednesday, this year is placed at a trifle less than 337,000 and the Chair appointed Scott, Howe and Bayard,
total of 531,708 souls in the city of Chicago.
the 10th inst., and nominated the acres.
flow#.— The House refnsed to concur iu the Sen- Wdeat—No. 2 Chicago .........1 40 @ 1 41
Special returns in relation ate amendments to the Moiety bill, aud it was sent
Winter Red Weeteru. 1 52 ft1 1 53
The striking disturbances at Nelsonville, following ticket : Secretaryof State, Noyes to tho tobacco
crop in Kentucky,
Rye ...........................
1 u5 @ 1 0'9
S.
White, of Yigo county (Democrat) ;
to a conferencecommittee.... Maynard made the
Ohio, aro ended and the colored miners are
84
Auditor of State. Ebenezer Henderson, of Southern Ohio and Indiana, and in conference report on the Currencybill. After con- Coun .......................... 83
busily at work.... A strange freak of nature Morgan county (Democrat); Treasurer of Tennessee, aro such as to make the outlook
Oath— Western ..... ........... 64 ft 71
of tho fliameso-twinsorder was brought to State. N. C. Bennett, of Steuben county, a very bad one. Aside from tho late frosts, siderablediscussion a ypte was reachedand the re- Pork— New Mesa .............. 17 70 (ii'17 80
port rejected -108 to 14fi. Dawes moved that the
light iu Chicago, a few days ago. A young (Republican); Attorney-General,James A. S. the bug and the fly and the insects have been subject bo sent to a new conference committee. Lard— Steam .................11
CHICAGO.
wum&n, who had been married a little over a Mitchell, cf Elkhart county (Democrat) ; very destructive. No transplanting had been Agreed to- yeas, 198; nays, 48. ...The House then
done up to June 1, the ground being too dry.
year, gave birth to a singular malformation, Judge of the Supremo Court, H. P. Biddle, of
went into Committee of the Whole on tho Sundry Beeves— Choice Graded Steers. 6 25 <S> 6 60
Choice Natives ....... 6 00 @6 15
being two girls of tho natural size and per- Cass county (Republican): Superintendent of It seems to be a general opinion among grow- Civil Appropriationbill. An Item of $50,000 was
ers and dealers that the prospects are not in inserted for printing the agricultural reports for
Good to Prime Steera. 6 60 @ 5 85
fectly formed, but closely united, or rather Public Instruction, Clark Davis, of Henry
IHT.'M. Butler’s proposition to abolish the Civil
Cows and Heifers ..... 3 25 @ 6 00
grown together, from the breast-bone County (Republican)— Tho Anti Monopo- favor of more than one-half to two-thirdsof Service
Commission was agreed to,
Medium to Fair ....... 4 75 (© 5 40
to the lower part
tho abdomen. lists of Minnesota will hold their State Con- last year's crop. Much damage is reported by
Inferior to Common.. 2
3 60
The bodies were dead. ...Des Moines, Iowa, vention at St. Paul, on tho 23d of Septem- the potato-bugs,which aro evidently increas- Monday, Juno 15.-S7iate.-Tho House
ing in numbers.
Hoos— Live ....................
4 50 @ 6 90
is excited over a brutal and mysterious mur- ber.... Tho Independents of Kansas have
amendments to the Geneva Award bill were disFlour— Choice White Winter. . 8 25 @ 8 75
der. The victim was a man named Johnson, called a nominatingconventionto bo *ileld
THE COTTON CROP.
agreed to, and a conferencecommittee asked for.
Red Winter .......... 5 50 © 7 00
a ooat-maker,aged 50 years, who was found at Topeka on the 5th of August.
Tho Statistician of the Department of Agri- .... A bill was passed to regulate the removal of
Wheat— No. 1 Spring ......... 1 I9J® 1 20 J
dead one morning, lying iu a gutter,face
culture. at Washington, has just made a re- ••axes from Htate courts to United States courts.
Foreign.
No. 2 Spring ......... 1 17j@ 1 isy
downward. Near the body was found an enport of the acreage in cotton, based ou re- One section provides that process to comNo. 3 Spring ......... 1 12 © 1 13
velope containinga piece of paper on which
Paris papers publish a letter written by the turns from most of the cotton counties in six mence a civil suit in a United States Ter63}
was written; “This is tho twenty-seventh Bishop of Laranda giving particularsof tbe cotton States, as follows, the comparison ritorial court may bo served upon any person Oorn-No. 2 ................... 62
through his agent. This provision is intended Oats-Nc. 2 ................... 46l<a> 474
man we have killed, and we will ‘never be
being
with
the
area
of
1873
massacre of Christiansat Tong King, China.
to render the Washington correspondents Rye-No. 2 .................... «4
85*
taken alive."....A Sail Francisco dispatch anVirginia. .............. fWfNorlh Carolina ....... 80
nounces tho death iu Arizoua, ou the 9th of Ho says that of eighty thousand Christians South Carolina ....... OliGeorgia .............. 90 liable for utterances of the papers which they rep- Baulky— No. 2 ........ ........1 19 © 1 21
resent — Ramsey introduced a bill to provide for
Bdtteb— Good to Choice ...... 17
22
June, of Cochise, the famous Apache- lujiau iu his mission ten thousand were strangled, Florida ............... 91 Alabama ............. Kf,
prepayment of postage ou printed matter.... Enos— Freeh ................... 12
13
Chief.
burned and drowned, and that lie himself Arkansas .............. fftliTenueuM ........... 92 the
The
resolutioninstructing tho Committeeon
PoRK-Meas ................... 17 35 @17 45
docs not expect to escape martyrdom. The MlsaiMippi ............ KH Loulaiana ............80
Tub Chicago City Council has agreed to sell report is not verified, although tho Paris Texas ................. 102 Missouri .............. 76 Appropriationsto rejs.rt an amendmentto the Lard....; ..................... 10j@ 11*
River and Harbor bill for the survey of routes
ST.
’S-4
the Lake Fiont property,about which there papers credit tho statements. . .The Duke of
The aggregate reductionslightly exceeds 10 recommended by the Transportation Coinhas been a good deal of contention for sotne Connaught (Prince Arthur) has taken his seat per cent. The conditionof tho crop is repre- miltee was agreed to— yeas, 42; nays, 8.... Wheat— No. 2 Spring ......... 1 08 © 1 09
Edmunds, from the Committee of Conferenceou Corn— No. 2 ...................
66
as a member of the British House of Lords.
sented by the followingfigures— 100 being the
time past ..... The Sioux Indians have at last
the Biukrupt bill, made a report, which was agreed Oats— No. 2 .................... 47
48^
*
A Paris telegram states that while M. Gam- normal or fair condition :
to. He explained the report,aud said that most of Rye-No. 2 ..................... 74
commenced open hostilities.A dispatch from
76
Bismarck. D. T., dated June 15, says: "Four betta was waiting for tho Versailles train he North Carolina. . ....89 South Carolina.... ..81 the amendments were of a verbal character,and Pork-Mobs ................... 18 20 ©18 80
the hi)] was substantiallyas it passed the Senate,
hundred Sioux attacked Fort Uerthold Indian was hustled and insulted by a baud of well- Georgia ...............8il Florida ................90 with the exception of a section relating to volun- Lard .................... .....
11 j
Agency, but were repulsed.Four Agency In- known Bonapartists____ A collisionbetween Alabama ............ ..82 Mississippi............ 78 tary bankruptcy.
Hogs ..........................
4 50 © 5 60
I/iuifliaua ......
....70 Texas .................90
dians were killed. Reinforcements were sent the Republicans and Bonapartists is regarded
3 50 © 6 25
Arkansan ......... . .lK)|TeuufBsee.............. 85
floin#.—The House was engaged nearly the whole Gattli ........................
at once from Fort Stevenson, and no further as imminent,... The French Assembly has
CINCINNATI.
day in consideringthe Sundry Civil Appropriation
The report conclude!: “Tho report of th
danger is anticipated."
Wheat .......................1 29 © 1 31
fixed tbe ago of voters at 21 years
. Reports
bill.... Butler’s amendment repealing thnlavkfor
condition in 1H73 was more favorable to ever
Corn ......................... 65
67
from
tho
famine
districts
iu
India
are
beThe South.
tbe Civil Service Commission,as amended by Oats .......................... 50
58
coming decidedlyencouraging. Not only are State except North Carolina and Texas.' Th
The Southern Cotton Exchange has just cases of actual starvation rare, but the num- season has been remarkable. The stand t Haskins’ propositiongiving preferenceto dis- Rye .......................... 94
06
had an interestingand profitabletwo days’ ber of persons to be relieved is decreasing in very poor, many plants not having made tbei charged soldiersand sailors and their Pouk— Meaa ..................
.17 70 #17 80
appearance on the Is: of Juno. Since the las dependent relatives,was agreed to with- Lard ......................... 101® 11}
session at Atlanta,Ga. The convention ef- consequence of tho recent rains.
out division.An ameadment requiring tho
of May light showers have been general,ami
MILWAUKEE.
Cambridge (England) University has con- prospects aro much improved. The fields ar heads of tho Executive Dejiartineuts to I ikefected a permanentorganization of a National
. 1 23 @ 1 24
scribe rules and regulations governingappoint- Wheat— No. 1 ...............
Gotten Exchange, adopted a plan for the com- ferred tho honorary degree of Doctor of Laws much cleanerthan at this date last year, am
. 1 21 © 1 22
No. 2 ................
ments was agreed to— 9f» to 68. The amendment
pilation of statistics,and made arrangements
providing for the payment of the old Cnoctaw fond Corn— No. 2 .................. 62
63
on James Russell Lowell, o? Boston .... Don can easily be kept free from weeds. With fa
for the issue of general crop reports by Cenvorable weather, rapid improvementis cer woa defeated.The provision that wages paid to Oats— No. 2 .................. 451® 46i
Carlos has a summary way of dealing with
tral Exchanges.
printers and bindersIn Government employment
tain, and a fair comparison with July i
83
86
Rye-No. 1 ....................
malcontents. Some of his adherents in tho
quite probableat tho time of the next re shall not be above the price -paid for similar work Barley— No. 2 ................ 1 29 © 1 31
Washington.
Basque provinces, realizingthat they were port.”
in the cities of New York, Philadelphia aud Balti17 40 ©17 60
more, was stricken out— 129 to 90, The bill was Pork .........................
Senator Logan has introduced in Congress fighting for a forlorn hope, and desiring to
11
Hi
then passed without division. It appropriates a Lard ............ ......
end tho guerrilla warfare that has for so long
» hill to establishthe “ Commercial Railway
littleover $23,000,000,
aa against $32,000,000in tbe
TOLEDO.
devastated the country,sent a petition to him
Temperance Cake.
pounds o
Wheat— Amber Michigan ..... 1 32 © 1 38
Company." It proposes to incorporateacom- asKtng for peace. Don Carlos’ answer was an flour, three-quartersof n pound of but iiko'billlast year.
No. 2 Red ........... 1 321© 1 88$
pany by that name, with a capital of 1200,- order commanding tho petitionersto be shot. ter; one pound of granulated sugar
Tuesday* June 16.— .Senate,— House bill to Corn ..... ................... 66
71
000.000, to construct and ojieratea railroad
Tiifc Paris papers hold England responsible one grated nutmeg, and six well-beatei authorize the iMUf of duplicate AgriculturalLand
61
68
with four or more tracks from New York city
DETROIT.
Scrip where the original has been lost or destroyed!
for the escape of Rochefort and his compan- eggs. After the flour and butter hav
to the cities of Chicago and St. Louis, dividing
was passed..'..The Postoffico Appropriationbill Wheat— Extra ................1 53 © 1 '56
its main line at such point as may bo found ions, . and declare that the British Govern- been thoroughlyrubbed together, la
was under consideration
in the Senate, and -snuie
No. 1 ............... 1 47 © 1 48
best to reach said cities, with the right to ex- ment cannot refuse to enter upon an inquiry the sugar iu and pour upon it a tea
66
68
important change* were made iu it. The sections
tend its road frotfi Chicago to any point on the as to whether one of its Subjects, in assisting
spoonful of soda, dissolved, then ad< providing for the prepayment of postage on printed Oats ......................... 51
58
Mississippiriver above bt. Louis. The road convicts to escape, lihs not transgressedintermatter, and for the tree passage through the mails
CLEVELAND.
the eggs. Mix well together until i
is to be commenced within two yean and finof agricultural rei>orts, were stricken out, and an
national law. . .The French Government has
1 371© 1 38$
ished within twelve years from the enactment suspendedthe publicationof La Pay* and !a can be molded in the hands. Roll thin
amendment'was adopted to the effect that postage Wheat— No. 1 Red ...........
No. 2 Red ............ 1 29) @ 1 30$
on
public
documents
shall
not
exceed
25
cents,
of tbe bill. The rates for the traunportatien Rappel, radical Republican, and U Dix Neu- cut into cakes and bake in a quid
70
71
which may- be paid at the office of delivery....
of passengers and freight are to be fixed by a vieine Siecle, Conservative Republican organa, oven.
53
55
The hill to provide for the electionof Congressman* Oats .................. . ..... .
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Wages in Europe and the

Sorlfl.

A Goat

United

States*

Paris eats nearly 5,000 horses every

Story.

Life

Among

the Spanish Peasantry.

George W. Pock, of the La Cross
Sun, is responsible for the following

river’s bank, out

good one

I

THK DYlftO WIFB.

I took refuge in a farmhouse on the

1*1* upoa my bosom, Is* me fed hen wed,
warm breath
For a straose t hill o’er me paaaae, and I know that
it is death.
I would Rare upon the treaanrw— acarcelyglren ere
Lay

th**

of range of the firing.
had often wished to to see how the
There is a pretty good story being re- people lived, and was glad that the opI gotailed up and down the Mississippi jiortunity presented itself of so doing.
red her rosy, dimpledAngers wander o'er my cheek
river at ,the expense of a well-known The only livi
iviug-room was the kitchen,
of snow.
and popular steamboat clerk, whose so black with smoke that it was difficult
passing through the waters, hut a bltssed
name the Sun will not mentioh, though toseeaeross it; there was no chimney and I amshore
»p|#ars—
it is no breach of confidence to say that the only exit for the smoke was the Kneel beanie me, husband, dearest, let me ktea
awa> thy tesrs.
the clerk is not wholly unconnected window. Seated at the fire, made from
Wrestle with thy grief, as Jacob strove from midwith the Belle of La Crosse. A year or logs of wood on the stone floor, was the
night until day
so ago 'the olerk, who had previously hostess, a wrinkled old woman, with It may leave an angel'sblessing, when It vanishes
away.
been a well regulated bachelor,married her hair lied up in a handkerchief,ns is
one of the fairest daughters of the Mis- the invariablecase with old women ot all Lay the bat* upon my bosom. His not long ahe can
be there—
sissippi valley. Time, which makes all ages, here, attending to the preparation
See! howto my heart she nestlea— Hla the pearl f
things even, at length completed the of supper. The only light was that
love to wear—
happiness of the couple by sending given be the tire. The whole scene was If, In after years beside thee aita another in mjr
chair,
down from the angel pasture, a lovely worthy of Rembrandt. The meal was Though her voice l* sweeter muslo, and my face
than hers leas fair:
little daughter. It was the sweetest now served. The host was seated on a
piece of furniturethat ever was put in bench, and at the back of him was
If a cherub call thee father, far more bsautlfulthvi
a house, anyway, and throve remark- hung a board with a handle just like
tills,
ably well, until the severe illnessof the that which the advertisingmen carry in Love thy first-liorn, O my husband I turn not from
the motherless.
mother made it necessary to use another the streets of Loudon. Ail of a sudden Tell her sometiuiiaiof her mother— you will call her
by my name—
kind of milk for the sustenance of the he took it down, and it formed our taShield her from the wluda of sorrow— If ahe em,
child, than that which nature had laid ble as if by magic, for it hud two legs
oh, gently blame.
out iu the programme. . Then it was which in the darkness 1 did not perthat the dodtor prescribed a " goat,” to ceive, the handle resting on the bench Dead her sometimes where I’m sleeping ; I will
answer if she calls,
furnish milk. The happy father was serving for the others.
And my breath will stir her ringlets,when my voice
iu blessing falls.
intrusted with a commission ns purchasTwo strapping wenches, daughters of
aolt bine eyes will brighten with a wonder
ing agent. He was a Granger, and op- the house, joined us, and the business Her whence
it came—
posed to the odious middle man, so he of the evening libmineneed, after each In her heart, whan years past o'er her, ahe will And
her mother’s name.
hied himself to the goat market, to in- had repeated a sort of litany, our host
spect the stock. Several inferior-look- leading. The first diah was an omelet, It Is said that every mortal walks between two
angels lien>ing goats were recommendedto our with lumps of ham. No plates were
One records the ill, but biota It if before the midclerk, by the unscrupulous dealers in put on the table, but wooden spoons
night drear
animated lacteal nourishment, but they supplied their places. Having the ad- Man re|*uteth ; if uucancelcd, then he trail it fur
the sktes.
couldn’t fool the clerk. He knew an vnutnge of the Hist dip into the dish, I
And the right-hand angel weepeth, hawing low with
able goat when he saw one, and they secured enough to. avoid the necessity
veiledeyes.
couldn'tpalm off on him anything but a of repetition. Next followed a sort of
good looking goat, one that would re- milk soup and roasted apples. Cider I will In> her right-hand angel, sealing up the good
for Heaven,
flect credit on the neighborhood.Bo he was the only beverage. Frugal was the Strivingthat the midnight watchea find no misdeed
unforgiven.
picked out the largest and finest speci- meal, and early was the time for retirYou will not forget me, darling, when I’m sleeping
men iu the market, paid him ten dol- ing to rest.
'lioatlithe aod T
lars, and with a rope on the horns of
It was past seven, and the inmates, Love tlie babe upon my bosom as I love thee— next
to God.
the milk producer, he started home. uot being able to rend or write did not
Those who saw the clerk leading that waste candle-light, but made ready for
Humor.
goat through the busy streets of Bt. bed, after feeding the cows, who had
Italy.
TnEy tellof a hen that floated down
Thk
latest
thiug
in hats— Heads.
Our most expensive trades here are Louis will never forget the scene. Ar- watched us having supper through
the raging tide of Mill river in a barrel,
the building trades, and in them we see riving home, the goat was tied in the holes made in the wooden partition st
A man is thinnestwhen he’s a shavsetting on nineteen eggs. fc>he attended
the enormous differenceof wages be- back yard, and proceeded to eat a por- as to fit their nocks. The sleeping ar- ing.
strictly to business during the flood,
tween the two continents. A first-class tion of an iron picket fence, while the rangementswere as simple as those for
finatly brought up in a friendly harbor,
Thr easiest thing to draw is a comservant girl was instructed to go out eating. My bedroom was on the first
and Jiuh since left her barrel with nine- molder of bricks earns $20.77, with
parison.
and
milk
the
gort.
In
about
seven
minboard, in Massachusetts, and $6.04,
floor, adjoining the loft, and from it
teen chickens at her heels.
The hydrophobiadays are come, the
without board, in England. A mason utes— nome sav it was uot more than opened different cupboards without
niddest of the year.
T h e cultivationof Angora goats in is worth $24 here, against $10.17 in En- two minutes, but that is neither here windows, iu which host, hostess and maddest
Oregon is pronounced a great success. glend, $0.53 in Scotland, $4/50 hi Prus- nor there— the girl returned,her hair daughters took rest. Such is the doIf a man is a worm, is a Government
A gentleman raising some says of them. sia, and $3.21 iu Italy. A bricklayeris disheveled, and with her hand on her mestic comfort of the Bpanish peasantry. official a red-tapeworm.
“They pay their way by eating off the paid $24 here, against $10.17 iu En- heart. The girl spoke thus :
“ Arrah and is it yerself Mister Pohatoak sprouts and brush which give us so gland, and $5 94 iu Germany. A plasThe vilest sinner may returu-cveryReading People by their Hair— No Bald
cher
that wud be thrillingwid the tinder
terer
commands
$24
in
America,
while
much trouble in this locality. Thus the
thing save an umbrtdla.
Heads Need Apply.
his wages in Europe vary from $6.08 in falings of a poor orphan gurrnl ? the
meat and Hooce Are all profit. ”
Mr. Stocking has been and married
[From
Mr.
On er's “ Becreta of Heauty.”]
murdherin
goat
is
a
Billy
goat,
and
he
Italy and $17.01 in Prussia. A carpenMr. J. D. Husbands, of St. oms, ter earns $17 in Massachusetts, in En- nare kicked the life out of me wid his
Anna Frost. “ Hose- Anna 1”
Coarse black hair and dark skin sighas perfected « saw with diamond teeth, gland ho would earn $10.17, in Scotland head, and all the time he was blatting
nify great power of character, with a
Millions for moieties,remarks Conwhich saws through rock about as easily $7.62, in Germany $9.25, and in Switz- ‘ m-m-m-a’ and he shmells like a nager
tendency to sensuality. Fine block hai r gress, and not or e centennial.
ns an ordinary steel saw passes through erland $8.10. Plumbers earn the com- funeral. Go off wid yer goat Misther
and dark skin indicate strength of
an oak log. The teeth are so arranged paratively low wages in Massachusetts Pohatcher.”
Doctorb nevt / allow ducks on their
character,along with purity and goodand fastened as not to come loose by or- of $16 ; in England they arc paid $9.79,
And now, all along the raging Mis- ness. Stiff, straight black hair and premises, they make such personal redinary use, and, after working about in Germany, $4.86. In the business of sissippi people go into the office of the
marks.
beard indicates a coarse, strong, rigid
two weeks, the saw was iu as good order slating houses the wages here are $18, good steamer Belle of La Crosse, and
straightford character.Fine dark brown
“ Tom, what in the world put matrias when first put to work.
to about $8 iu Europe. In painting ask the clerk if he wants to buy a go it. hair signifiesthe combination of exquismony iu head ?” “ Well, the fact is, I
are $17, to about $10 in England
ite sensibility with great strength of was getting short of shirts.”
A California editor alludes to a they
and about $11 in Germany.
Courtesy,
character, tflat clinging, straight hair,
brother journalist in this luxuriant
If we come now to machine-workour
An Irish editor says he can see no
Nowhere is
is wenwell-bred
urea courtesy, or a melancholy, but extremely constant
language: “The animated ‘fungus’
wages do not show so great a superiwri- the lack of it, more observable than in character. Coarse red hair indicates earthly reason why women should not
which answers to the name of ‘ Ferto English wages ; a first-class boiler- traveling. On the steamboat and in the powerful animal passions,together with be allowed to become medical men.
guson ’ when he is branded ‘ liar,’ and
man earning here $14.45, against $12.25 cars, the quiet observer readily detects a corresponding strength of character.
whose normal condition attracts swarms
A Judge’s charge in Iowa— “ Gentlein England, add $11.34 in Prussia. those who have been educated under re- Auburn hair, with florid countenance,
of blue-bottleflies about bis mouth and
Machinists, iron-molders,pattern-mak- fined influences, or those, who, without denotes the higher order of sentiment, men of the jury, you uinst now quit
nostrils, and a circle of buzzards over
ers, and the like, earn about double special cultivation, are possessed of intensity of feeling and purity of char- eating peanuts and attend to the case.”
his head, has exploded again. The pubwhat they do iu England, and treble native politeness.It is uot education acter, with the higher capacity for enlic holds its nose.”
A man who fell into a vat of boiling
what they would iu Germany or France. alone, nor high social position, nor joyment or suffering. Straight, even,
lard and got out alive, says that it was
A rather singular present received In Prussia, however, this class of work costly trappings,that make one a pleas- smooth and glossy hair denotes strength, not an unpleasant sensation after the
by a bride last week wtti a life-insurance is better paid. Iu cabinet-making an ant traveling companion. There must harmony and evenness of character, first moment, but he thought what a
policy for $10,000, on her husband’s upholsteringAmerican ’swages are about exist a kindness of feeling toward stran- hearty affections, a clear head and su- mighty queer-shaped doughnut he
life. The poor little thing, all tulle and 50 per cent, higher than English or gers, a general recognition of equal rights perior talents. Fine, silky, supple hair would make.
orange blossoms, wept when she saw Prussian, and some three times what iu the comforts and conveniences pro- is a mark of delicate and sensitive temGoon CollinsGrsvrs, tho milkman, rods,
it, and continued to do so until her they are in Germany, Franco and vided for the public, and a quickened perament and speaks in favor of the
lief or* tilt lUm'i dimsttr,
Ai d sn the torrent onward flowed,
mamma whispered something in her Switzerland. Again in the manufacture discernmentfor the needs of others. mind and character. White hair dedie sited he epurred the faster ;
ear. Then she raised her eyebrows, of wagous and carriages and iu all The gentlemanwho spreads out his lug- notes a lymphatic and indolent constiAh, aurclv, those 1* honest thus*,
kinds
of
wheelwright
business,
our
wagage on a couple of seats iu the cars, tution. And we may add that, besides
sweetly smiled, and tripped up-stairs to
Hiure, rhrekinf!human slaughter,
A man of milk neglects bis dunes
put the policy carefully away \—New ges are fully double the English, and and persistentlyreads his newspaper, all these qualities, there are chemical
To caution men 'gainstwater.
treble those on the continent.
detenninately unconsciousthat others propertiesresiding iu the coloring matYork Mail.
The same proportion seems to hold who have paid as much as he has are ter which undoubtedly have some effect
The Dubuque Timm is responsible
An exchange says : We are soon to good of most kind of cotton and woolen looking in vain for a seat, is as truly ill- upon the disposition. Thus, red-haired
for this: “Phebe Couzins doesn’t
have a new fabric, which will probably manufacture. In the iron manufacture, bred as the country girl who noiselessly people are notoriously passionate. Now,
dresfl like her brothers of the bar,”
rival cotton cloth as an industry. It is in which the English have shown such eats her pint of peanuts, scattering the red hair is proved by analysis to consays the Chicago Tribune of Thursday,
chicken-down,thus far prepared by great skill and success,this same pro- shells on seats and floor, regardlessof tain a large amount of sulphur, while
by way ot commencing an item. That’s
hand, just waiting for the machinery, portion is found— namely, that the the annoyanceshe gives her neighbors. very black hair is colored with pure carundoubtedly true ; she dresses by putwhich is sure to be invented. It is es- American wages are generally double In this democratic country we travel iu bon. The presence of these matters in ting her clothes over her head, wnile
timated that the feathers of an ordinary the English, and nearly treble those of public conveyances too much os though the blood points peculiaritiesof temthey don't— and what’s more, they
sized pullet are worth, for this pur- the continent.—iVew York Times,
they were our own private carriages. perament and feeling which are almost can’t. But what business is it to the
pose, in Paris market, about twenty
How often the eleventhand twelfth pas- universallyassociatedwith them. The Tribune, anyhow ?”
cents. A pound and a half of down is
Death.
sengers in a city omnibus, who know very way in which the hair flows is
A red-hidiid oow, with a long rope
required for a square yard of material.
There is no subject upon which the that they have full claim to a seat, are stronglyindicativeof the ruling pass- attached to her horns, and a red-headed,
discomforted by the outspread gar- ions and inclinations,and perhaps a
The number of miles of railroad in human mind can dwell that is invested
ments, the immovable attitudes and clever person conld give a shrewd guess red-faced, red-shirtedboy at the end of
the United States at the close of 1873 with such sober surroundings as death.
black faces of those who happen to at the manner of a man or woman's dis- the rope, dashed up Main street last
was 61,564, The amount of capital What is it? This question has been
Monday forenoon. If it was not for a
have entered the stage before them. position by only seeing the back of
stock was $2,072,251,984 ; total debt. asked billions of times ; everybody asks
red-eyed dog that darted into the road
Common civilitydemands that a move- their hair.
$1,999,741,597; total cost, $3,728,416,- it, because everbody feels interested in
and tugged at the boy by the seat of his
958. Gross traffic for 1873, $478,886,- its deep mysteries.The subject is not ment be made to give room until the
pantaloons,that oow might have landed
complement is filled out; afterward, A Bailor’s Trick. —Three men-of-war
697 ; net receipts over operating ex- a pleasant one to contemplate ; the best
courtesy and generosity will often ships, Dutch, French and English— up at Brewster’s with nothing but a
of
the
race
regard
it
with
dread,
all
penses, $174,350,913. The last two
jacket sleeve and a finger nail dangling
prompt to attentionswhich justice may while anchored in port, were contenditems relate to 54,454 miles, all that are classes put it away from them as far as
at the end of that rope.— Danowr.y
uot require. It is surprisinghow much ing with each other for the best display
reported, on which the net income ap- possible ; not like to commune with the
News.
the comfort and pleasureof any journey, of sailorship ; so the Captain of each
plicable to interest and dividends equals great Terrcr King; but no answer
comes back to the question : What is whether long or short is enhanced bv vessel determined to semi aloft an act$3,201 per mile.
One Man With Two Skulls — A
death ? We have seen its effect upon those little nameless courtesies which ive sailor to perform some deed of strangerin Paris visited a shop, where
Quantity of Salt in the Ocean.
our families, friends and acquaintances; are offered instinctively and unofficially grace and daring. The Dutch Captain a variety of “ relics ” were kept on exEverybody knows that the waters of we are painfully conscious that it de- to strangers, by refined, well-bred travel- sent a Dutchman, the French a French- hibition, and among them a number of
the ocean are very salt to the taste ; but stroys life, transforms beings of beauty, ers, and persons in whom native tact man and the English an Irishman. The skulls purporting to be those of various
bow many of you have thought of the activity and affection into lumps of and delicacy almost make up fur the Dutchman stood on the top of the historicalnotabilities. The stranger
immense quantitiesof salt of different inanimate clay; that the damask cheeks, lack of the educating and refining influ- mainmast with his arm extended. The asked, “ Whose skull is in that large
Frenchman then went aloft and extend- box on the shelf ?” “ Napeleon Bonakinds that must be in the Atlanticand the sparklingeyes, the athletic frames, ences of good society.
ed both hands.
Pacific to give a flavor to such enormous are rendered food for the charnel-house
parte’s,”said the shop-keeper. The
Pins.— A school-boy,being requested
bodies of water ?
worms, after death has placed the signet
Now the Irishman thought if he could stranger paid the required fee ; examBeientitic men have thought about it
of mortahtv upon the living. Of the to write a composition upon the subject stand on the top of the mainmast with a ined the skull ; commented upon its
and one of them (Capt. Maury) has nature of tliis great scytheman of our of “ Pins,” produced the following : leg and au arm extended, he would be extraordinarysize, and then asked,

year.

Some very

careful statistics have
Cincinnati dec) arts its debt to be been collected by the National Bureau
of Statistics and by the Massachusetts
$0,143,500.
Labor Bureau rt spooling the highest
Massachusettshas tiro hundred thou- aafc, of w.tgea paid in differentcounsand old maids.
tries for a given branch, without conRpNDotrr, N, Y,-f-Daughter of Dennis sidering other grades of' wages. The
Maloney— skipping-rope— 388 times— figures, it should be added, are for the
year 1872, and are reduced' to United
glory.
Suites currency.
England reports the accpfllaion of
If we take an ordinary farm laborer
100,(100 Good Templars within the past
in Massachusetts, wo find that his
two years.
weekly wages are $6 with board— which
A New York Sun editor has been is undoubtedly equivalent to $10. The
fined 8ft fpr tilling a policeman that he highest wages iu England, paid in Lincolnshire, are $8 17 without board ; in
was ai look
Kent, $ft 81 ; in Devonshire and CornThree newspapersin Ohio are edited
wall. $4.08 ; iu Ireland. $4.91 without
by ladies, and are as full of puffs
board ; iu France the highest weekly
their dinnbr dresses.
wages are $2.93 with board ; in Prussia,
A once noted base-ball player who $2.85 ; iii Denmark, $1.43 ; in Italy,
got $2,000 salary in Chicago two years $3.85— all with hoard.
sigo now works in a soap factory for $5
If we turn now to the trade, the difa week.
ference is even more remarkable. We
He that is taught to live upon little find that a blacksmith in Massachusetts
owes more to his father’s wisdom than received $18.50 per week ; iu England,
$7.90 ; in Scotland, $7.02 ; in Germany,
lie that has a great deal left him does
$6.75; in Prussia, $7-29; iu France,
to his father’s care.
$6.01. Iu the book-biudingbusiness
A Boston hidy’ii contribution for the the wages are equally remarkablein
Mill river suffererswas a clothes line Massachusettsas compared with Enmarked "To lie used in hanging the gland. A first-class finisher gets $26
contractorsof the reservoir.”
in Massachusetts, and $10.80 in Eu
Steam is successfully used on Loudon gland; a forwarder earns $18 here,
street railways. The machinery is quite against $9.80 in the old country ; a fehidden from view, no heat is felt, no male folder is paid $9 in Massachusetts
noise is heard, and stoppages are ef- and $3.81 in England. Again, in the
great trade of Massachusettsiu boots
fected more readily than with horses.
and shoes, a first-class upper cutter
One pound of cheese has as much will earn $18, while the European is
nutritious food as two and one-half paid $7.08 ; the female machine hand is
pounds of meat. The foreign market paid $10, and $2.72 in Scotland; a
for American cheese is such that the de- mender of shoes earns $15 here,
mand will always be equal to the supply against $9.53 in England, $6.74 in Gerif the quality is maintained.
many, $4.38 in Prussia, and $3.38 in

:

•

;

;

; of "Pins are very useful. They have
sway we know saved the lives of a great many men,
all, but finite minds cannot fathom the women and children— in fact, whole
immensity of this change from life to families.” “How so,” asked the puzzled teacher. And the boy replied,
death.
Is death the bridge between the pres- 41 Why, by not swallowing them.” This
ent and the unexplored future, between matches the story of the other boy, who
earth and heaven ? Is it possible for defined salt as “the stuff that makes
mortals,after they have lost their vi- potatoes taste bad whin you don’t put
tality, to walk safely over the bridge on anv.”
that spans the two worlds ? • Is death
America loses in gold every year
an unbridged chasm which separates

know

told us that if all the various salts of

race we

these oceans could be separated from
the water and spread out equally over
the northern half of this continent,
they would form a covering one mile
deep. Bo heavy would be this mass of
salts that all the mechanical inventions
of man, aided by all the steam and all
the water-pouer in the world, could not
move it so much as one inch in even
centuriesof time.

the universality of his

absolutely nothing

Population of tub Earth.— In Pc- the finite from the infinite ? If so, may
termens MiUhcilungm there is a pa- we not bridge it by a life devoted to the
yer by Behm and Wagner upon the right? May not virtuous actions erect
population of the earth, from wkicti
a safe structureover this dark and forwe extract the following table, giving bidding chasm ? We are told that faith

the inhabitants of the five grand diviscan explain all these things, but we
ions of the globe
have not .that faith, iu the orthodox
:

Europe .............................. 380.530,000
sense.
Alia.... ......... ......................798,220,000
Africa ............ ,/.; ..................203,300,000
America ................................84,542,000
If you
Australia uml Polynesia ................4,438,000
.

declared the most during sailor. Nimbly he clambered aloft until he reached
the highest point ; thence he carefully
balanced himself upon both feet, extending his right hand with a graceful
motion.' Then he threw out his left
leg until it came in line with his right
arm. In doing this he ingloriouslylost
his balance, and fell from the masthead,
crashing through the rigging toward
the deck. The various topes against
which he came in contact broke his fall,
about $50,000,000,a considerable share
and hi» velocity was not too great to
of which is drawn from us directly for
prevent his grasping a rope attached to
account of Brazil, to pay for the $47,the mainyard. To this he hung for
000,000 to $50,000,000 worth of coffee1
two seconds, then dropped .lightly to
we buy of her each year. Last year,
the deck, landing safely on his feet.
statisticsshow that we purchased of her
Folding his arms triumphantly, as if
$47,859,811 worth of coffee. We sold
fall and all was in the programme, he
her about $10,000,000 worth of goods,
glanced toward the rival ships and joyand, of course, had to pay the balance
ously exclaimed
in gold.
“ There, ye frog-ating and sausageWe often heap, of the forks of a river, stuffed furriners, bate that if you
can !”
especially on the
^
:

want to make a bustle iu the
world take five newspapersand a piece
1,391,030,000 of tape.

__

Tyne.

______

____

____ ___
»

_

_______

“Whose

skull

is in

that little box?”

“That also is Napoleon’s,” said the
showman, “ Pshaw !” said the visitor,
“ Do you mean to tell me that one man
had two skulls?” “ Why, certainly,”
Frenchman; “this large skulljis
Napoleon’sat the time of his death ;
and this little one is his skull when lie
was only fifteenyears of age.” 44 Bure

said the

enough,” said the stranger ; “I really
did not think of that ;” and he paid the
fee, and examined the little skull too.—
lliblical Record.

The Benefit of the Doubt.— EthelAnd, oh, mamma, do you know as we
were coming along we saw a horrid,
horrid wojman with a red striped shawl
drink something out of a bottle and
then hand it to some men. I’m sure
she was tipsy.” Beatrice (who always
looks on the best side ot thiligsV— ‘
“ Perhaps it was only castor oil after
alL— PuncA.
44

^

-

.....

_____

:

_

Befonned Church.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
0.

— —

VAN SCHELVEX, - -

—

Editor.

Inst.

Among the

Saturday, June 20.

appointments to Committees

: Rev. H. Uiterwyk,on Domestic Missions;Rev. W.‘ Moerdyk on Judiwe

Senator Morton’s new plan for the
cial
election of President and Vice-President
is

The old system is clumsy nnd often works

Van

On the

day of the

third

been “elected” by a minority vote. The

in behalf of the interestsof

izen a direct vote for President, while

it

re-

A Change

and spoke

cal Department of or at Hope College,

ET REPORT.

favoringa distinctionbetween that and the

Zb/LAJRX:

the whole vote. It
each State shall be di- preferring that the same may be held under the direct supervision of the General
vided into as many districts as it has RepSynod, more independentof the Council of
resentatives in Congress, and the candiHope College; also that the endowment
date having the highest number of votes
for the Theological Chair be held by the
in each district shall receive the vote of

L

of Programme Each Week.

the Theologi

other departments of the Institution,and

tains a State basis for

is,

In Michigan since 1857.

session,Prof.

unjustly. More than one President has
to give the cit-

New York from 1845-1857.

Driele on Accounts.

Crispcll appeared on the floor,

recommendedseeks

Established in

business, and Rev. M. Kiekenveldand

“CITY DRUG STORE,”

Proprietor of

notice

being favorably received by the country. Elder F.

plan as

THIS SPACE BELONGS TO

The General Synod of the Reformed
Church, met at Poughkeepsie on the 3rd

brief, this:

We note a decline in the price
We quote only one offered at

FIRST CLASS PHYSICIANS.

of

the district;the candidate who receives Synod and the income thereof paid direct
by the Treasurer of the Synod to the Theothe highest number of votes in a State

two

shall receive

Presidential votes from

Hope

logical Professor of or at

College,

FIFTY DOLLARS and Two

and not through the Treasurer of the Collarge; if there be a lie in the

the State at

State, each candidateshall have one Presidentialvote from the State at large; nnd

The subject of union with other Presby-

Price

more than two have the sumo number of terian Churches was duly discussed, and
votes, which is also the highest number, judging from the tenor of most of the reif

no Presidential vote

at large from the State

more than one
person shall have the same vote in a district, being the highest number, no Presishall bo counted;

and

if

dential vote shall be counted from the district; this

method shall apply also to the

Cents.

lege, as heretofore.

marks made,

it

is not likely to

price other store,

proposition to

amend a

In an Eastern paper we find the following statementin regard to the Zeeland

“A

charge.

part of the

liturgy created an excited debate.

Masonic difficulty:

'

Quinink and Calomel prescriptionsprepared

succeed for

the present.

A

Md— FIFTY DOLLARS.

PHISIW

.

at the

No Sales reported.
DRUG STORE

CITY

ar^^

PRESCRIPTIONS

communication

at

half the

•

PREPARES AT THE CUT SROS STORE AT HASP THE PRICE OTHER STORES CHAREE,

(,° not buy up Physicians(even at their own price), nor do we pay any one a prcccntagefor their Prewas received from Mr. Goosen of Zeeland,
gress shall provide for holding and con- Mich., complaining of the Consistory of do not
^ n0
C,,im °n hi*
and
It is a tact not well known, and therefore we wish it distinctly understood, that when you receive a prescription
ducting the Presidential elections,and for that Church, nnd referring to the subject
of Freemasonry. The letter was referred
be printed on, it, yob are at perfect liberty to have it prepared at any
establishing tribunals to decide contested
to the Committee on Judiciary. He chargelections.
es that he applied to the pastor of the Dhco
PUt Up
,bc C,TT
--church to have his child baptised, but was
The Currency question is again at the refused on the ground that he, Mr. Goosen,
Street,
City.
same height from where it started. The was a member of the Masonic Paternity.
Mr.
Goosen
protested against such action,
House has refused to concur in the conand again requested the pastor to baptize
ference bill adopted by the Senate. One
his child. The pastor stated that his acmore effort is being made, and both Hous- tion had been sanctionedby the Consistoes have agreed to a new conference com- ry. Mr. Goosen then addresseda letter to*
the consistory stating the facts, and asked
mittee, consisting on the part of the Senate
WANTED.
for a certificate, so as to leave the church
of Messrs. Wright, Ferry and Stevenson,
and join some other where his child could
Two Girls, to do general Housework. Inquire
and on the part of the House of Messrs. be baptized. The certificate was refused,
at the Aetna Ilwnt.
:o:
Dawes, McGreery and Marshall. The ad- and charges were brought against him,
and
he
was
expelled
from
the
church.”
journment being so near at hand it is very
Just Received.
The committee in reporting upon the comdoubtful whether anything can be accommunicationrecommended that as it was Kimm's Pills. Worm Cakes. Ague Cure and BitAt the Store of M. I\ VISSER. everythingcan
plished during the rush that generally irregular and defective, it be sent back. ters. W e Intend to keep these Medicineson hand.
he found. The public of the City arid Countrv, are
Mr.
Goosen
should
have
placed
his
case
marks the closing hours of a session,which
requested not to pass by before calling In and exG. C. JONES & CO.
first before the Classis of Holland, then
amining the prices at which mv goods are sold,
Olive. Mich.. June
]SMw
will give relief to the country and meet the
and if they are found satisfactory,to make their
before the ParticularSynod of Chicago,
purchases of me, and return honie. well pleased.
approval of Mr. Grant.
and finally appealed to the General Synod
Respectfully Y’ours.
FM.
os the highest tribunal.
M. P. VISSER.
The President has laid before the SenThe interestsof Hope College were faA Keui-lar Communication of Unity Lodoe,
ate the Reciprocity treaty to be entered in- vorably recommended to the Board of Ed- No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Full Line of Dry-Goods !
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening. June
to by this country and Canada. Among ucation.
Addresses upon the subject of Church 21th. at 7^ o’clock, sharp.
its provisions are the free admission and
labor in the West were made by Rev. Dr.
N. B. The Installationof Officers will take
interchange of all natural products of the Phelps and Mr. F. Van Driele.
place.
United States and the British provinces; The Synod adjourned to meet at Jersey
W. J. Scorr, W. M.
Family Supplies:—Salt Pork. Corn Beef. Smoked
City, next year.

election of the Vice-President; anil Con-

^po“

™

Kn

may

matter whoae name

mSrS

KTa nuS
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HoUani

£|wial Notices.

CHANGE OF FRONT,

NEW FIRM!

M. P. VISSER. ALBERS & WYNNE,
JEWELERS.

-

NOW

1.

YOUR CHANCE

IS

1874.

Tl

A

FLOUR AND FEED.

mantwo countries,
specifically enumerated; American and
Canada built vessels may carry cargoes
the reciprocally free admission of the

J.

ufactured products of the

Sec'y.

0. Doksburo,

HOPE COLLEGE.

i.

(Ufa

47 ly

f.

Hams, shoulders and Tongue, Codfish. Mackerel.
Herrings. Oysters, etc.-Pickles,
Peaches, Catsup,
etc.— Pork and Beef, by the Barrel.

Have Constantly on hand

a

selectAssortment of

Fine Watches and Clocks, of the best Manufacture,
to the Senior Class of the
Holland City L<xlzc,No. 192, IndependentOrder No Credit. Cash or Ready Pay. Silverand Silver Plated \\ are, Jewelry, Spectacles,
Notions,
etc.
and passengers from any port on the Great Theological Seminary at Hope College, of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
CASH FOB BUTTER AND EGGS.
REPAIRING of Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
will be preached in the First Reformed Fellows’ Hall. Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
Lakes and the River St. Lawrence to any
done in the best manner and warranted.
Holland, June 1st, 1874.
120-132
Church, on next Sabbath evening, by of each week.
other such port; all canals on either side Prof. Crispcll.Services will commence
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
for Sale.
of the boundary to be open, under the
o’clock.
N. W. Bacon, N. G.
Our Store Is at the Old Albert' Stand. West of
The
Commencement
exercises
of
Hope
R. K. Heald, Her. Sec'y.
same conditions, to the citizens of the two
Van Landegend A Mclls. J. ALBERS.
College will take place on Wednesday
R. A. Sohoutkn, Per.
47-ly
Holland, Mich., June
1874. C. B. WYNNE.
countries; Lake Michigan to be open to
^
The Subscriber offers hie beautifulfarm, for eale,
evening,
o’clock,in the First Recontaining
80
acres
first-rate
land,
situated:!
miles
To
the
traveling
public,
and
those
leaving
for
Canadians,as the St. Lawrence has been formed Church'.
north of the city of Amboy,
« miles south of
to Americans; Canadiansmay purchase
The anniversaryof the “ Fraternal Soci- Grand Rapids on the afternoontrain, we would Fmuklin, 10 miles east of the city of Dixon and J.
state that BURGARD’S, 38 Perl Otrilt. Is the 2^ miles west of Lee Centre; lias a good frame
o_
American vessels and register them as ety,” will be held on Tuesday evening,
honse and large frame bam, and all the
June 23, in Hope College Chapel. The beat place for a meal, or a lunch. In Grand Rapids. dwelling
necessaryoutbuildings, com cribs and sheds. 3 The oldest Furniture House in
Canadian, and Americans may purchase
exercises on that occasion w ill consist of Everythingnecessary for a first-class restaurant,is wells of never failing water, about (,00 bearing
and registerCanadian-built vessels in like music and short addresses bv graduate kept there and there la no unnecessarydelay. Try Apple Trees, calculated to bear from 1,000 to 1,200
the City.
bushels this season.Peach. Plum, Cherry A Pear
n.v—
manner, and a joint Commission for the pro- members. The public generally arc cor- and
Always
keep
a full and well selected stock of Fun
Trees, all bearing, Grapes, Currents, Strawberries,
-----dially invited to attend.
nlture, at price* correspondingw ith the times.

A Sermon

GIVE US A CALL!

Farm

at

AT HALF ITS VALUE.

Sec'y.
^

at

1,

_

III

-

.

M. Reidsema
& Son.
-

see.
-

-•

pagation of fish.

Castobia

---

is

more than a substitute for Castor

The Annual Meeting of the Alumni of
Oil. It Is the only tqfe articlein existence
W itii the last number of De Hope comes the Academic Department of Hope Col- which Is certain to assimilate the food* regulate
lege. will be held in the College Chapel,
a supplement,containing the Annual Reon Tuesday. June 23d, at 4 o’clock, P. M. the bowels, cure wind-colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neitherminerals, morphine or
port of the Council of Hope College to the
The appointments are as follows:
Omfor:— Peter Moerdyk; his alternate, alcohol,nnd is pleasantto take. Children need
General Synod of the Reformed Church.
not cry and mothers may rest.
G. Van der Kreeke.
To the friends of the Institutionit is a very
P»et:—\l. Burgers; his alternate,J. Dc
--- ------

interesting document, giving a great deal'
of information.

comments on

it

We

shall not

make any

for the present,other than

this. It appears from the number of members of the Council present at the two
meetings embraced in the report,that their

attendance is very poor, and irregular.

The membership of

this

body numbers

Spelder.
.Skt;— J. Hofman.
Editor:— \\\w. A. Shields.

ri

Members of Council, the Faculty, and
Graduates are specially invited.
At the last meeting it was resolved, that
these exercises should be open to the public; therefore to all who are interested,a
cordial invitationto be present is extended.

-

twenty-three and on both occasions there

was a bare

CENTAUB^LINIMENTS.

--

quorum. As we

write, the Examination of the Public Schools of the
Council is again in session,conducting the
City of Holland.
annual examinations,and as we are inThe examination- of the Public Schools
formed, cannot transact any business for
of the City of Holland, will begin on Monwant of a quorum. Another fact which
day, June 22, 1874, at 1) o’clock A. M., and
attracted our attention is, that the “mis- will be conducted in the following order:
Prim rm— Mon d ay
understanding,”whether the Theological
Intermediate*.
— T uesday, and WednesDepartment is at or of Hope College is
day forenoon.
again indirectly placed before the Synod,
Gramme •SrAW.— Wednesday afternoon.
a conflict of opinion which should have
Ilifjlt MW.— Thursday.
been settled years ago, in plain and posiParents and friends are invited to at.

tive

language,for the government of par-

ties here,

on the

and no longer

T.

left depending up-

W.

ROMEYX BECK,
J.

SCOTT.

)

,,

fu,,n-

---

own

the most elaboratedesign

monument of

and expensive

been erected over his grave
and inscribed in large letters, FISK,
Jr. Four life-size marble figures sit at the

material has

four corners, nnd symbolize the pursuits to

which the Colonel devoted his career. One
representa “Railroads,” another “Music
and the Drama,” a third “Steamboats,”
and a fourth “Commerce.”

The

proces-

aion numbered about five thousand people,

“many of them being the first people of
the town.” After the Fisk peremonies
were over, the graves of the deceased
diers were decorated

sol-

.

Rochefoht predictsthe overthrow

McMahon within three

months.

1874.

Carpets,

R. D. PIERONNET,
Amboy, Lee Co.. Illinois.

Oil Cloths,
Feathers,

LAKE EXCURSIONS

#

FANNY SHRIVER.”

“

Feather Beds,
Mattresses,

swelling they will not subdue,

00-b

'jb

'insrs.

r, no lameness which they will not Holland, c»n he chartered any dav or evening during the summer season to ’make excursionson
Wall jxijicrbought of
cure. This Is strong language’
free of charge.
1$ _ but it is true. They have pro-

m,

will be

46-2 s ly

duced more cures of rheumatism.

UJtAtdte neuralgia,lock-jaw,palsy, sprains
1
swellings, caked breasts, scalds,

’

We would further announcethat in addition to the
also purchased a
frame, and of strains, spavin, galls, 4c., upon ani- largo barge, which will he fitted up with suitable
mals in one year than have all other pretended seats and awnings,nnd will accommodate from 300
to 400 persons, nnd admirably adapted for Sundayremedies since the world began. They are counter- School picnics or large excursions.

hums, salt-rheum

ear

ache, ac\, upon the

human above arrangements,we have

_

day.
1874.

all-healingpain relievers. .Cripplesthrow
Parties chartering, have
away their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous H‘*t
Holland, June 1st,
bites rendered harmless and the wounded are
_
healed without a scar. The receipt is published
around each bottle. They sell as no article ever
irritant.

___

before sold, nnd they sell because they do just w hat

they pretendto do. Those who now suffer from
rheumatism,pain

or

swellingdeserve

to

Dr. G.

remarkablecures, in-

cluding frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout,
running tumors,Ac., have been received.We will

One

bottle

the

Meat Market,
Jacob Kuite.

exclusive control for
F. R.

BROWER

Captain.
120 tf

SITES,

DENTIST.

suffer If

they will not use Centaur Liniment, white wrapper.
of

trimmed

Since the dissolution of our co-partnership. I nm
curry ingon this business alone, at the OLD STORK,
where I ran be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of Salt and
Freeh Meatt. nnd offer them at the lowest prices.
I expect to see nil our old friends,to come nnd call
on me, w hen 1 will offer them such bargains ns will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations with

me.

.

-JACOB KUITE.

-------1874.

To ,he 1,|l1,|ic of Holland nnd vlcin- Holland,Feb. 14,
40-2»-tf
Hy-I would respectfully announce
tnnt I have permanentlylocated
.
, , a-LJ-r this place, for the purpose of
U*
tlrlng my profession of Dentletry,All operations
A ftPlNTS
A NTF.T)
upon the teeth will be carefully performed, nnd
A
W /ill 1 LA/,
diseases of the mouth belonging to Dental ITacTEA AGENTS wanted in town nnd country to
tice,
be promptly
treated. Mechanical
. -will
- .....
------ r-v *.v...v».
mvvhanical Densell TEA. or gel np club orders, for the largest
l *try, in all the various styles will he executedIn
Tea company in America. Importers'prices nnd
the most workmanlike manner; all operations warranted. My office Is in Mr. Van lAmlegend’sBrick inducementsto Agents. Send for circular.Address ROBERT WELLS, 43 Vesev 8t.,N. Y. P.
Building. 2nd floor. In rooms lately occupied uu
O. Box 1287,
Reading Room of the Y. M (’. A.
The Chrie/ian Union > Henry Ward Beecher, Ed-

In
prac-

I

-

A

U

W

,

grave on Decoration

elegant marble

1,

Window Shades,

no
The Public are Informed that the pleasantand
and beautifullittle steamer FANNY SHRIVER of

of the yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment Is worth

heart good if he could have seen the cere-

Day. An

June

Wall Paper,

not relieve,

Ac., gratis, to any one requestingit.

An Ordinance,

It would have done the late James Fisk’s

monies at his

ill

send a circular containing certificates,the recipe,

an insignificantat or of.
—

^

‘s

More than 1000 certificates

tend.

interpretation or constructionof

—

rfffj'

There Is no pain which the Centaur Linimentsw

Pie Plant A Asparagus in great abundance. There
acres Into Com, 1« acres with Oats. 14 acres In
Pasture, balance in Timothy meadow. The w hole
will be sold for $4,000; $1,000 can be paid at times to
suit purchaser. Title perfect.For further particulars address :
is 18

of

To provide fir the payment
of the Salaries of Certain

one hundred dollarsfor spavined or swooned horses

and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stock
owners— these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should he withoutthem. “White wrapper for family

City Officers, for the fiscal

year

of 15/4.

use;” Yellow wrapper for

animals.

Sold by all Druggist. 60 cents per bottle; large
bottles.$U0. J. B.

Rohe A

17.

HITES, Dentist.

1874.

Il8-«*tf

Co., 53 Broadway,

New York.

BENSON

The City of Holland Ordains:—
Section. 1. The City Marshal shall receivea

Si

WADSWORTH.

mronTiRs or

£Uu* SUlmli&cincnta.

salary of Five Hundred dollars per year; The Citv
C lerk shall receive a salary of Two Hundred anil
Fifty dollars per year; The City Treasurershall
receive a salary of One Hundred dollars per year;
The Ity ( ollectorshall receive a salary of Two
Hundred dollar*per year; The City Attorney shall
receive a •aUry of One Hundred dollarsper year,
Wanted by the undersignedall the wool they can
and the Chief of the Fire Department shall receive buy. Call at the meat market of H. Van Dkh
a salary of Twenty-five dollars per rear.
Haar, where we will pay the highest market price.
Sic. 2. All salariesbefore mentioned shall he
VAN Der II AAR A METZ.
computed from the commencementof the present
Holland, Juno 18,
121-124.
term of office of the officers named, except that of
the City Clerk, which shall be computed from
April 1st. 1871, and shall he payable quarterly; proBOIES,
rided there are moneys In the treasury applicable
to the payment thereof.
Sac. 3. This Ordinance shall take Immediate
effect.
000, two, 001 qt. Berry,
Approved this 17th day of Jnne, A. D. 1H74'
QUO, 0U1 Berry crate».
I.. CAITOX, Mayor.
OUMWU.OOl R. K. Peach Baskets.
Attest: Ciu s h Post, CityClefk.
For sale
H. D. POST.

Wool! Wool!

(

1874.

BASmSUEREV
WHO WANTS ANY?

PEACH

by

w

G.

Holland, Mich., April

Brandies
No! 30

and Champagnes,

BROADWAY,

N

itor, of Oct.

26th last, says: ‘Tallies wishing to get
clubs, nnd all who can get orders for TEA,
should write him for a circular.”
The New York Weekly Tribune, of Kent. 3d, says:
•‘All ‘Granges' should write Robt. Wells for circular."
The SCythe, of Sept, 21), says: “Robt. Wells Is
thoroughly
115-185

up

reliable.

.

EW YORK.

Sole Agents in the United States for the

Wine Houses of C. C. BENSON & CO.,
Or RHEIMS, COGNAC and LONDON.
Pmut—Btiaf •won,

J Da. J. P.

says, I

gndaaM at th

-

Benson’sFine Old Golden Grape Cognac Is the tJnlrmttTof Ptnn’a la ISXt, and after 30 yeari'txperlen'--,
Brandy ever exported from a French vine- perfected t)r, Fltler’a Vegetable Rheuma : r
yard. and can lie procured only from us. Cham- Syrup. 1 guaranteeit aatanUlkle wire for Nerve, K: \
pagnes, Sherries and Ports of the finest flavors,all »ej aadllh umatic d leeaaea Ihrorn to, thle 26th April. IF'
. F. A. OsBOUItN,Xoiary PMiet, Ph\
from the houses of C. C. Ber son A Co. Our goods
are sold and delivered in their original packagesns Ve ClorpTTJiwCured by It, and wfllMtlsfTjmrminw^
they left the vineyard In France, and guaranteed In* ua. It 9T.Thns.if nrphr.n.D.,FrankfrT<f,PnIlaJteT.C. !
Ewin*,Media.PA. Itwr..T.H.PnchanBn.rlarenrel!owa.P
perfectlypure.
O.O.Smlth, PitM'erd,N.Y^PT-T<^ne«^nllsChnr .
rhila.,A(L AffiiHo-t ehnnldwrite ^T.F)t^r.Phl^fnreJ-•
Pkick List sent free on application.ll.Y ly
iatnrT Pamphlet A pnewnfee.sreliej
S WRfwnrd fora,,ieurablo caeo-Nocuro nocbanteA wan y.So!'!by drjcpis**
ESP* SHIPPING Bills nud Shipping P. 8. Dr. Filler’s Pills, 20 ct*., should be used
Tags, printed at Tins Office.
with
106-ly
finest

_

t

e

.

’

Syrup.

The

jottings.
OP

E.

On

HEROLD,

Eiunxii Street, City of Holland.

win;

The

the contrary— riding on a mule.

--

Tub

----

great American game— Heads, I

-

tails, you lose.

Monday

evening.

prop. Ira Chaffee is fitted up for

selling at 10 cents u

City Treasurer has received |384 loss, $85,000.

primary school money, and $38.40

JACOB FLIEMAN.
opened hi* ramuffe and wagon man-

rc

ufactory at hi* old Mand on River atreet,where b«
all tlmea to make any-

The Spring Lake

Independent,comes may be found, ready in
out remarkably improved, out and Inside. thing in the lino of
----

—

-

Tiuksdkll’s saw mill, at Muskegon, George William Curtis’ euelogy on
burned down last week. Cause unknown; Charles Sumner, in Boston, was a most

wrecking purposes.

The

wherries are

Hr*

Fanny will make an excursiontrip

to the harbor on

St a

quart.

j

Top or Open Buggies,
Fight

scholarly oration.

for

The undersiKnedrespectfully announces that ho
We are happy to announce that Messrs. The work on Pine Street is progressing
library purposes.
atlll sustains his old reputation, and that nobody needs to be wanting In anything
- - -**
II. Van Der Haar and Geo. Metz, have finely, and when finished will be a firstwhich belongsto his line of trade.
The examinationof the Public Schools hung out their shingle for “wool.” See class improvement.
of the City of Holland, begins on Mon- their advertisementin another column.
laiiu, Genii,
ui Hisses Weir,
New apples are one dollar amt ten cents
day. Sec Notices.
Also a Dill line of
William J. Wells, chief bookkeeper in a quart. Ten cents for the apples and a
----The health of Rev. Dr. A. C. Van the hanking house of M. V. Aldrich, dollar for a doctor.
i \

<fc

Heavy Wagons,

Trucks, Etc.,

Sleigh h,

Etc.

,

---

r

A good RHortmentof Thimble Hkelna always
on hand.
Warranted8eat-8prlng*of any shape or atyl«.

Mi,

Fnsrainsro-s

The most competent workmen constantlyemployed,and all work made up in the
latest style and with dispatch.

.

Ranlte, has so far recovered, that he has
started on a trip to Kansas.

Grand Rapids, fell dead on Monday, in
the First National Bank, while making

The

Imiring

HEROLD.

E.

cular calling for aid in behalf of the Loui-

Holland, Feb. 20th, 1874. 1-3^8-ly
siana sufferers.

—

Mr.

I.

J.

----

W. Mjndkrhout, lias the

seriously consideringthe project of

is

building, at Milwaukee, a large freight

\

job of

buildingthe residence of Engineer King,!
on 9th Street. It

ny

J

will he a two-story fram

-

Tins has been an awful week for acci-

The
model

will

ill-

-

fated Ironsides.

building, with stone basement.

CARL ZEEB,
a e

--

The

—

—

—

sidewalks along Main Street, in the

and passenger propellerfor their Grand Eastern part of the City, are being well laid
Haven line; the new boat to conform as and are a great improvementin that localnearly as possible to the model ot the

ity.
The

of the late General Dyer

is a

mouse

mm

Lum,

My Spoke* and Huh* are manufactured from

Street Commissioner has the job on

the day’s clearances.Cause, heart disease. hand of cleaning the gutters, which is a
The Secretary of the Grand Lodge of
------- .
noble deed, considering the amount of
fill Rsceits Prompt Attention,
Freemasons in this State, has issued a cirThe Engelman TransportationCompa- dirt.

U8K NOTHING HUT

1

Work

All

link

Euttn

Sicroi SroTth

Warranted.
*lth ucutncM

General Blackimlthlng done
and dlaputch.

Horse Shoeing a

Speciality.

Thankingmy old cnatomer* for

pant favor*,
solicita call from them, and a* many new one*
a* want anythingIn my line.
I

47-Xcl-ly

J.

FLIEMAN

:

Republican State central commitmeeting held

tee, at a

in

Jackson, June 9

All
7

for brevity and clearness. It is us decided to call the Republican State con- Have Ju»t opened a Large and well SelectedStock of
dents of all sorts; besides those mentioned
PROPRIETOR.
follows: “1, Alexander B. Dyer, chief of vention at Lansituri on Aug. 2(1.
Dry goods,
on this page, we might name half a doz—
article of LAOEK REEK and ALE on
ordnance, United States Army, reposing
and at all times.
Groceries,
On Monday the Circuit Court opened
en others, of run aways, shooting scrapes,
the utmost confidence iu my beloved wife,
Crockery, and
and a delegation of six of our countrymen
All orders promptly attended to, and no etc.
Eliza B. Dyer, bequeath all my property,
cartage charged for
--started on a naturalization pilgrimage to
Hats A Cats,
The “accommodation train” from Grand real and personal, to her, and constitute Grand Haven, and when they returned, a
Which they are offeringat Price*,that defy
--

DELIVERY.

—

Rapids on Saturday evening,

failed to con-

The proprietorwould announce that he nect with parties who were mire to come
pays the highest
home that same evening, in consequence

CASH FOR BARLEY AND HOPS.
Holland, January

28,

1874.

whereof they did not reach here until
(fay*

50-d9-ly

qftermnlM.
-

tiro

--

-

FEED

gion, after completing their usual chopping

on Saturday afternoon, and while on their

STOKE OF

SLOOTER & HIGGINS,

way home, had a mutual melee and

fist-

two wounded, one witand one victor. They have since

light, resulting iu

8th Street, Holland, Michigan.
ness,

We

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
settled the matter.
to the fact that we have opened. In LABAHBE'S
OLD FURNITURE STOKE (west of Van Limlrgend’s) a FLOUR AND FEED STORE. Wo shall
At the Annual Convention of
keep constantly on hand everythingthat pertains
copal Church, of the Diocese of
to a

& Feed Store.

members of secret societies, including Granges. This is the same
denominationthat censured Geo. II.
Stuart, President of the ChristianCommission during the war, for singing a
hymn, in another Presbyterian Church.

The

saw mill

Hnzclton & Co.,

of

at Clyde, lately destroyed

We

being rapidly rebuilt.

fire, is

at

Hint the

new

.

Detroit, was held

on

the (1th Inst., for the

purpose of taking

in-

to consideration the

method

ers and brewers

of

AI*o a complete Stock of

FLOUR

of an organi-

building is fairly on the way,

ALWAYS OX HAM).

to the prohibitory laws.

AH good* purchasedof

A permanent State

among the
names for the Executive Committee we

was agreed upon. This divisionwill di-

At Lowest Gash Prices.
SLOOTER & HIGGINS.
Holland, March 13, 1874. 108-ly

Emmet

the State, between the counties of

and Cheboygan.

----

operations by the

While

To any part of

Mr. Robert Howard, on Friday

forenoon was

at

work

seven miles north of

in the

woods, six or

Rev. H. Uitekwyk, of the Third Recity,

while East,

family attending the meeting of General Synod,

m

the city, peeling burk,

D 5
3

him, and

has

gm

1

BOOTS, SHOES,

which will more properly designatesuch the people themselvesshall he able to
villainsfrom the balance of mankind than ish it.

---

those used by Parson Brownlow in the

(SUCCESSORS TO DUTTON

fin-

—

Engineers and Machinist s.
:o:—

Tint RucKeitmiaiior formerlyrnn by P. & K.
Winter)',will he continueda* before.
Tint
heretofore conducted and
managed by H. K. Heald Im* been tran*lerred to
u*. and will be run In connectionwith the above.
Mill RKPAiitiNo,will receive our *pcc!alattention.

Plow

Ship RucKeMmnwo, done In all Iu brioche*
with nromptne** and dlrnatch.
Mill owner* and manufacturer*arc reoueatedto
give

HOLLAND, HIGH,

of the old School District,lying betwee

and escaped harmless, with the exception of Mr. R. Doktor, who was ncaily,

Sth Strut,

48-Bsly

the Allegan County line and the City lim

buried under

J. E. HIGGINS,
DEALER IN

Pnliin,

MILL FEED, CORN,

School Board lately organized has been

Ithough severely bruised, and suffering

dissolved by the School Inspectorsof the

ith pain, he has apparantly

the School of the District

Board of
ties

Ofllce at M. L. S.

R. R

R.

was a graded

Trustees, ns the proper succes-

R.

Depot,

Board. The

following par-

were elected as trustees: B. Grooten-

huis, H.

Van

der

Haar, W. Diekema, H.

Manting, J. Visscher and F. Plassman. It

HOLLAND, MICH.

appears that that part of the District consisting of Sect. 33, the east part of Sect.

46-2*-ly

he annexed to School District No. 4, of the
Township of Holland. The settlement between the City and the District will be
made soon, and the buildingof the school/
house commenced with.
32, and a part of Sect. 28, prefer to

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
Doe* a general Ranking, Eichange, and Collection business. Collections made on all points
In the United States and Europe. Particular attention paid to the collectionsof Ranks and Hankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All business entrustedto me shall have prompt attention. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject

-

---

Kill or Cure— Kill. Arsenic as a sul

stitutc for quinine did not operate with tht
o check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
ndsold. Tickets to and from all points In Europe desired result in the following case. Mr.]

old at my ofllce.
105 tf

N.

Frederick Gadicke,came here from Ra-

KENYON.

cine, Wis., a year ago last May,

H. KAUTEES

STAVES, WOOD AND BARK.

He was a German, had been in this country several
years, was fifty-six years old, a tanner by
trade, married and lived happy and conand built a house on it.

all tented, until the fever and ague made life
unpleasantto him. He had been shaking
this sea-

notice

interested that during

set-

tled in the Fifth Ward, bought a lot there

,

DEALER IN
I hereby give

and

to

escaped

fatal

GASH ON DELIVERY!

120*

Maine.

1874.

lutMy

The

7

I* not *urpa**ed. It I* warranted*aperlor to any
\\ bite Lead in thl* market, and i* wild at much
le** price. My Block I* purchancdin large quantitie*of tlrcthand*, aavlng all Jobbers’ profit*, and I
can therefore afford to *cll below my neighbor*.

Rmetnber—Iam not to l* vn/UrsoM bv am, flouts
n l/n State of Michigan. Call and *ee. *

^

tli*

the several committees previ\

and it was resolved to proceed
the “ Day.” Hon. F. J. Littlejohn,

IU,

Holland City White Lead

ously appointed brought in satisfactory'

,f

HEBER WALSH
Druggist a Pharmacist.

W. VAN PUJTEN,

reports

GENERAL DEALER IN
limbs. Drs. Lede- with
ocr and Annis, and Van Den Berg of of Allegan, lias been secured to deliver the
jelund were called in, and as we go to
|
oration, and Rev. H. Uitcrwijk will he
ress Mr. I). is doing as well as can he cxrequested to make a short address in the
ccted.
Oils,
Holland language. Ample preparation
will be made for excursionson the Lukes.
Another inquest before Justice Post,
utty, (Hass, Etc.
The Cornet Band has generously offered
as held on Monday evening, the particutheir services during half of the day. The
Patent Medicines,
rs of which are as follows: The sectionexclusiveuse of the
Square (why
en between this place and North Holdon't the Council give it some appropriate Choice Wines and Liquors,
nd, on the M. L. S. R. R., while going
name) has been obtained, and stands, seats
Fancy Soaps & Perfumery.
p on Monday morning, and when about
and awnings will he erected to accommoTootU Bniftheg,
alf a mile north of the latter station, disdate all. During the afternoon, the
Jlotbes Brushes,
overed a man lying anoss the track, apamusements for the day may he looked
Hair Brushes,
parently drunk. They picked him up and
Shaving Brushes,
for. The display of fireworks in the eveconveyed him to Mr. Bennett’s ham,
and Paint Brushes.
ning will form a very attractive part of
Ras>rs und Razor Sirups,
which was near by, the woman of that
the festivities.The further arrangement
Chamois Skins, and
place refusing to take him into the house.
and perfection of the program has been
Nursing Bottle*;.
The sextion-men soon noticed that the
left to a general Committee of arrangeA FULL ABHORTMENT OF
man was somewhat deranged, and had
ments, composed of Messrs. W. II. Joslin,
been destituteof food and other necessiiupperters and Trusses,
R. Ranters,U. I). Post, P. Pfanstichl. \V.
ties of life; left him some victuals and
And
everything, u»ually kept in Drug btore*.
Diekema, G. W. McBride, II. Boone, S.
water, went about their work, and did not
Reidscma, G. J. Haverkute,J. Van LandePhysicians' PrescriptionsCarefully Comreturn until evening, when they found
gend, J. Kroon and G. Van Schelven
pounded, Day or Night.
jim in a dying condition. They then
njurics and fractured

'mgs

Medicines,

Paints

and

-

These gentlemen mil
placed him on their hand-carand brought

lim

to the city,

)’clock in the

News

office,

]

lease all meet at the

at 7J£ odoek, this evening.

arriving here about nine

evening. Ten minutes

af

glarin' JfnttUigrnrt.

er their arrival the poor fellow died, no

months; finally me knowing anything positive as to who
son, I will pay the Highest after exhaustingall the remedies known to )r from where he was. The evidence at
Cash Price for White Oak him, he was told one day, about four weeks he inquest points to his being the same
an that was put off the train at Grand
ago, that arsenic was a sure remedy for
Staves.
unction, on the C. & M. L. S. R. R.,
the ague. In a spell of dispair he stated
me two or three weeks since. At first
that he might as well be dead than to sufI will also contract for future delivery, fer with the ague all his life, and bought
e was identified by some as being the
and am prepared to receive staves on any ten cents’ worth of arsenic, of which he
me party arrestedhere last winter for
Dock on the Banks of Black Lake, and
false personation,” whereupon ourCountook one-half on Saturday evening at 9
River or at any of the Railroad Stations
Superindent, Mr. R. K. Heald, send
All correspondenceby Mail will receive o’clock, and the other half one hour afterprompt attention. R. KANTER8.
ord to the friends and relatives of this
wards. At 1 o’clock a physician was sent
Holland, Mich., May 1, 1874. 115-tf
for. Dr. Annis attended, but the dose arty, living in the township of Olive,
ho contradictedthis statement in posiwas too much, and at 4 o’clock the poor
man was dead. An inquest was held that ve language. The verdict of the jury
as that the man died of exposure and
same day before Justice Post, and a verclassssof dict rendered in accordance with the ahovt stanation. The jury was composed of
or
ts to
facts. The jury consisted of Messrs.
Messrs. W. Benjaminse, G. Sites, L. T.
_________
:y at work lor
old, make
more money
for ns in weir
th
eparc moment*,or all the time, than at anything D. Howard, Geo. Metz, p. Webster,
Ranters, J. E. Higgins, J. D. Everhard
else. Particularsfree. AddressG. Stinton A Co.,
Van Dyke, F. Souter and B. Lasman.
and J. Grootenhuis.
Portland,
50 ly
and

Block.

Monday and Thursday evenings, to mail'
’’

a call.

WANT

I

the City Hotel meetings, held bn

“Fourth,

sors of the old

Ij* S.

—

_ —
At

the site for a

AUKNT FOR

& M.

mass of fallip^stniw‘:m/

o’clock.

the necessary preparationsfor

All order* promptly attended to.

Co*

this

with the location of dirt. With Hie fiecessary assistance he
school house. The District was soon taken from under the debris.

School, and required the electionof a

&c.

time,

its is still dissatisfied

township, on Tuesday, for the reason that

KiiM Grill

U.S.Ex.

the West pa$t

ti*

Holland, Mich., March

RUBBERS, ETC.

From what we can learn

THOMPSON)

PRACTICAL

who, with the chairman will constitute
the Committee on Emigration: E. Van

On Wednesday forenoon a part of tile Der Veen, K. Schaddclee, J. Van Lnndc*
early days of the rebellion: “hell-horn,
South wall of the basement of Mr. Kci gend and G. Van Schelven. The Comhell-hound, hell-deserving.”Such diabolyon’s new building gave way, and fell im mittee on permanent organization, through
ical outrages, might he used as arguments
Whether this was caused from thepressurd Mr. II. 1). Post, reported in favor of arcin support of the Darwin theory of the
organizationof the old association,and
of the sand from the outside, or because!
origin of men. Wo have doubted lately
that the Committee would make their final
the wall iu being built by sections,was not
hand. whether there was a proportionatedistri- properlyconnected or jointed, we did not report at the next meeting. Adjourned
bution of lair and gospel in that locality
learn. Several men were at work at the until Tuesday evening, June 23, at ?j£

A Very large stock on

A

Mourn P. Wintkhk. K. Winriciwand J. Hrowir,
have funned a co-part uetvh Ip under the above firm
on the M. L. S. R. R. Dr. F. S. Ledebocr name, and will devote themaelve*w ith all due attention mid diligence to anythingand everything
dressed the wound. Mr. Howard lives on pertaining to the line of Engineer*and ItaehiiiiHt*.
Tint Shop mid Kovrdrt are located at the old
the North Holland road, about one mile »land, went of Heai.I)'*.

Another member of the Douma
North of the City.
been visited by one or more of the through the columns of the Christian Intelclass of rowdies that infest the North- ligtnor, makes a last appeal in behalf of
The adjourned meeting of the Citizens’
1
u
Hollund neighborhood.Some night last his church, stating that with a little more Association was held on Tuesday evening.
week, they entered his orchard and girdled help they would he able to proceed and let The weather being rainy, there was not a
MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS IN; between thirty and forty five-years old the job of plastering,when the building large attendance. The chair announced
apple-trees. No terms can he found, can he Used in an unfinished state until the appointment of the other members

mm

City.

Store,

he met with a serious accident. Ills partner working rigid by the side of

the

Give ui a call before purchasing elaewhere, at our
N> w Store on Itlver street, next to Van Pullet ’» Drug
46-Jicl-ly

first

formed Church, of this

be

Delivered Free!

commence active

Rapids, the division of the Diocese and that they expect to

ua will

organization was effected,and

chopping on the same tree, hit his ax
of August next.
against a limb, when it glanced off and
Flour, Feed,
vide the State, North and South, nearly at The machinery is now in the shops of
struck Mr. Howard on the left leg, right
Hay, Grain,
the Meridian,commencing at the county Messrs. A. Leitel & Bros., Grand Rapids,
above the knee-pan, making a cut of about
and Mill Stuff, line between Branch and Hillsdalecoun- and The Rodgers Iron Manufacturing four inches wide, down to the bone. He
ties, and extendingto the Northern part of Company, at Muskegon.
was brought to town on the freight train
'—*0

FEED,

&

zation to further their interests in regard

Messrs. Eggleston, notice, “M. P. Vissor, Holland.”

the Epis- had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Hazel ton
Michigan, in the city, this week, and he informed us

held last week in St. Mark’s Church,

Grand

Philadelphia, has declared itselfopposed to

-

Competition.

prouder set of fellows were never seen.
— -«•»
A meeting of the wholesaleliquor deal.....

The Reformed Presbyterian Synod, at

by the

—

First-class Flour

her sole executrix.”

the admissionof

A delegation from the Lake Shore re-

T

FLOUR

---

suffering for several

46-XcMy

IFHCEITIX
Planing Mill.

POET OF HOLLAND.
we have purchased entire new Machinery,

In re-building our new shop

ARRIVALS.
June 12 achrA.PIu
achr Garibaldi Racine 26 1— light.
*chr Spray Chicago 48 1— light,
bark Conteat Racine 97 1— light.
Imrk Wollin Chicago 49 t-light.
ccbrTrl Color Chicago 36 1-800 hash
corn.
*chr J. L. Shank, Racine 26 t-llgkt,

Of the Most Approved Patterns;
And we are confident we can eatUfy all wbo
want

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

DEPARTURES.
June 12 »chrA. Pluggcr891-100 cord* bark,
13 •chr Joaes 120 1-185 cord* bark,

“

“
44

14
44

Garibaldi 26 1-18 cord* bark.
*chr Spray 48 1-25 cord* bark 18 cord*

ectar

wood.

“
l«

16

44

4|

•

4

.. j7

bark Conteat 87 1-90 cord* bark.
*chr Arrow 67 t- 30 cord* eoft wood 30
cord* bark.
*chr Wollin 49 1— 30 m U a*h lumber 36
m ft white wood lumber.
*chr J. L. Shank 25 1— 25 cord

A

STEAM

3DR/1T KILlsT,
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, mannfactared on ihoit
notice.

H.

W. Verueek&Co.
46-8#a-lj

r

THK AUTHOR OK

••BBAUTIF1TL
allow."

so charming to sit in and
watch the suu set in the summer evenBKM’ICTWTLLY liKOH'ATKI* TO TH« MART OLAIM- ings when the mellur light fringed all
IN(» THK TITLE.
the hills with glory here he ran his
At a poet I've uever b«eu ftmona,
loongy hands into his pockets aud then
Wliiob l think .it a glance jou will aee,
plowed his fingers through his wellBut fur jumbllUKup worda altog- tuer,
I doubt If my beat there can b«.
dyed, ambrosial locks, and then fell to
milkiu|z his sooty black beard, while he
I onoe wrote a piece for a paper
glanced over at the widow, whose eyes
Entitled the •' BeautifulHiiow,"
And the boy who acted an carrier
spake again.
Now sleeps in the valley below.
“ Or,” be continued, “It is pleasant
Twaa cawsd by the editor's anger
to sit iu a dormer winder in the full o'
Unou being presented, you know,
the moon aud watch him sailin’ among
<0 With a poem of forty-twovemea—
All ending with “ Beautiful Snow.”
the clouds in all his evangelical majesty.
One knows how to vally a friend at such
He was kicked from the sanctum fn*funfer,
a time
and he rolled up his eyes and
Then down two or three flight* of ntairs.
And tho iutveuient Impeding tua pti-grusa
milked on leisurely, while he sighed.
Pat an i*\A to hie worldly affaira.
“ That’s so,” said Ira, thinking that
The apot where hie bom* lie reposing
he ought to say something to show him(h marked by a plain-lookingstone,
self au appreciative listener.
Which advise* fUl juvsuils poets
“ I’ve not planned yet how I’ll have
To let snow and lie beauty alone,
my upper rooms divided off ; I want
Or it may be tho death of another,
them li and v and to be as large as posToo horrid for pen hi relate,
sible,” and he cast his round, white
And occasion aotue i>oor aged parents
To bemoan their sou's awiul fate.
orbs up to the ceiling, thinking that he
looked like a poet whose eyes were iu a
So, whenever I'm naked for a poem,

.

I

windows were

•

think of that boy'* sad demise,

“ fine frenzy rolling.”

And never put " Beautiful Snow" in
When it’s jiosBible to do otherwise.

October weather," said
her curls and
rocking gently to and fro, giving her
head just motion enough to swiug the
glittering pendants in her ears and
make them catch the light of the lamp
and sparkle there most bewitchingly.
Oh, it was a captivating little dodge,
aud it worked like a charm. The
“ This is tine

the widow, tossing back

But how cau a person avoid it ?
When one's been accustomed,you know,
To read every day iu the paper*
A poem on the “ Beautiful Snow,"
The name of the author la dmiliiefl—
Home say It was written by Poe,
While others say that it wasn't ;
80 how'a a poor fellow to know?

’Squire’s heart melted like a roll of July

Then again the creditis given
To one who had fallen from grace.

Who

ouce wa* as purs as the snow-flake,
for the ebarma of her face.

And was sought

Who died in a charityhospital
From the effecta of her terrible woe,
And tie said Hint thev found on her person.
The poem on the '• Beautiful Snow.”

butter.

Her bauds lay

says

‘

There is a vigor in the air
That brings such light to heart aud eye
Ae came not with the summer glow
Of day* gone by."

She recited

it rather

mournfully, and

raised her voice at the end o* each line

until she came to the last, and she
gradually let it die away in a whisper.
That was artful dodge number two.
Ira was growing uneasy at the sentimental turn matters were taking, and

The csneei of his quiet seclusion,
And the whcrealiout* of hit home;
And whether he's marriedor single,
Or lives, like a hermit, alone.
a

;

:

“

Whether he's man born of

lap

she continued : “ I always think of
what the poet sung of October. He

But rumor more recentlyhas it—
' t'waa written by one of the “ Reds,"
Who was known a* Ctiief of the Modocs
And King of the Lavs Beds.

Now, who ever the author may be,
I think it i* time to come out
And enlighten au anxious public
By telling us what he's about—

prettily in her

thinking

of

hospitality,he said

:

‘*

’Squi re,

s’po&iu’ we have a basket o’ walnuts to

woman,

Inhabiting this world below,
Or whetherhe’s only a spirit
In the form of the “ Beautiful Snow."
being, he ought to be knighted,
And 111* head *ith thorn* should be crown’d,
Made King of the Cannibal Islauda,
Or some country that’s not yet found ;

If a

And when he tires of his glory,
And rotes it decidedly stale,'
He shonld be given in charge of the Kuklux,
And escorted around on a rail ;

And then, on some cold winter's evening.
When the snow has covered the ground,
In a coat of coal-tar and feathers,
Tuey should lower him gently down

eat— some o’ them boosters that growed
down on the bottom ?"
“ No, I believe uot ; I ate a hearty
supper this evening, thank you,” said
the \Squire. “ Now my family room is
a trifle larger than this,” he continued,
aud he looked all around the room,
scmtinizingly.
The widow was glad that she had
swept down the cobwebs that very
morning, and that Ira had whitewashed
overhead the week before the State Fair.
To all outside appearancesshe was a

covered cottage in the edge of the vil

dodged his head, as if a wasp was com^
ing that way, aud the two men shambled
Now I don’t want to insinuate,but I off down-stairs. She lay prone ou the
verily believe that Ira Josephus, the floor, in her dire distress,and cried
selfish old bachelor brother, had been “rivers of tears,” tears of sorrow and
all through Rose Cottage, just trying mortification, and anger, and spite, and
how badly he could tumble together the grief, and disappointment.But time
contents,and what a suspicionhe could brought an end to her agouy — she grew
cast upon that little housekeeper, Betsey calm and her sorrow was of the subdued
Bobbett. In the pantry the doors of kind. While she lay on the floor sobthe cupboard stood staring wide open, bing, her brother Ira was lying on the
showing a heterogeneous mess of cold floor too, down in the sitting-room,and
boiled cabbage, pork, fish, turnips, he was giving expression to the exaltapickles, buttermilkaud meal-fryings, tion that lifted him higher than he'd
with nut-cakes,broken pies, dry bread, ever been before.
etc. The doors of tho clothes-press No danger now, he thought, of the
stood ajar, aud bonnets, bats, hose, poor orphan, Ira Josephus, being turned
gaiters, gowns and slippers wore thrown out of house and homo, to make room
promiscuously together ii* tumbled for ’Squire Wilkins. “Sold! sold!”
neaps— dirty and clean, broken and he ejaculated, as ho lay ou his broad
whole, all just as though tumbled out back and kicked his heels up in the air,
of a fag-peddler’s
wagon in a hurricane. and gesticulated with his brawny fists!
The sitting-roomwas in prime disorder ; “ Oh, that was rich ! but my ! didn’t her
a basket of walnuts aud a plate of apples eyes blaze, and her cheeks glow ! she
with peelings aud cores among them, looked like a kamsom fury,” aud in his
occupied a place in the middle of the inexpressibleexuberance of joy, he beat
floor. But her bed-room was the worst. his breast and shook his head and acted
The bed was uot made ; on one post like a crazy man.
hung a nightcap (it wasn't hers, Ira
We don’t know how the brother and
must have put his there) ; it was made sister settled the affair and became good
of red flannel, without a hem or bind- friends again, but we know it to be the
ing, the back part of it was puckered case, aud that they live togetheras snug
all up by a string mu round in it. On as two chatty littlemice, and she “smiles
another post hung an old hoop-skirt again,” and swings her bonny curls bethat looked as if it had come out of witchingly,and is as happy as the days
Noah’s ark after doing good service for are long.
Noah’s wife and his sons’ wives. Stock’Squire Wilkins married that redings lay scattered about and shoes just headed widow, with the lame boy, who
ns they bail been kicked off, corsets, used to live ou the farm he sold, after
bustles, underclothing, and all tho et ho came to tho village. She and Widow
cetera of a bed-room, in a dilapidated Bobbett are firm friends, aud they goscondition.Ira acted very naturally, sip aud sip tea together in the summer
just os if everything was right aud not evenings, and see a great deal of comunusual.
fort. We don’t know whether the
lage.

“ Now, ’Squire, this bed- room is a ’Squire planned his room'after those in
good-size, ’bout square, I should think,” Rose Cottage, or not, but wo guess by

said the unimpressible Ira, taking the
rule and beginning to measure from the
wall right opposite the bed ; “ take the
measure and see for yourself
and he
handed it to the bereft widower.
He took it and continued on with the
same measurement that Ira had commenced. Of course it ran right under
the bed. Now beds will get dirty under
them. I don’t know what’s the reason,
but the first sign of disorderin a bedroom begins with a fluffness on tho carpet under it. Then we women all know
what a glorious receptacle “ under yon
bed ” is for shoes, boxes, dirty clothes,
cast-off duds, and anything one wanta
to put out of sight “just fora little
while.” Good housekeepers sometimes
so far depart from their integrity as to
let things get in a muss in their bedrooms. It is not for us to say whether
Betsey Bobbett ’s bed-room was goner

make
• tuW

tip-top housekeeper. But, sometimes, ai;y
not’ '
if she was in a hurry she did not
it ? thftt ju8t whi,e
her bed more than three times m one ••
’J
the immaculate’Squire was down on all
week. Nobody knew it but Ira, aud he
fours, away back under the bed, among
di in’t care a cent.
feathers, and straw, and boxes, and
BETSEY BOBBETT.
Ira stood his ground aud managed to
bundles, and other things, a patting
My ! but Mrs. Betsey Bobbetfc was a say something every time the ’Squire little trip was heard running up the
spry little widow. She walked as spoke ; he was determined that he
wouldn’t bare an opportunity to talk
though Hlie was moved by steel sj rings, , sho
if hejud, dear
especiallyif ’Squire Wilkins happened wntiment to
to be passing her house. If she saw knows where it would end. There was sparkling, and cheeks aglow, but Bethim tilting by in his gig, she was sure the ’Squire, a well-to-do widower, a good sey Bobbett herself
to be busy at the front window, picking provider, only two children, rich and
“ Oh, good heavens 1” she screamed,
an imaginary dead leaf oft' the rose- looking about for a partner to share his as one glance of her eye took in the
geranium, or culling spray of mig- joys aud his sorrows. There was his whole scene.
nonette to fasten among her bonny sister, Betsey Bobbett, only turned of
Ira was standing leaning over, anxbrown curls. Sometimes she would be thirty -three, neat, handsome, smart as a iously watching the ’Squire,who was
coming round the house from the cis- cricket, and her husband dead as a door- under the bed, save that his legs were
tern-pump, and she would flirt her nail, this eighteen months over, and visible,or as much of them as were
ruftles in a way to show the ’broidered why shouldn’tshe marry if she took a
To a sleep of peace and quiet,
Away from this world of show,
With naught but the hesveu* above him.
In a bed of his “ Beautiful Snow."

lb,,,X

!

boots.

notion? But he couldn’t live iu
“What does this mean? I’d like
the
same house with the ’Squire to know,” she said, in a shrill
all prettily-arched
and Betsey, even if they want- voice, holding up both trembling hands

hems of her marvelously dainty
aud the trimmest of
ankles.

skirts

She was as artful as a mink, Betsey
was, and it was very certain that she
had laid her plans to captivate the village ’Squire. Her brother thought so
he was an old bachelor who lived with
her— and all the trouble Ira knew was
the fear that Betsey would marry and
his cozy relations be broken up. He
embraced every opportunity to say
something against every marriageable
widower or susceptible Wbelor in the
neighborhood.
“No, I don’t like the looks o’ ’Squire
M ilkins, nohow,” he said one evening,
as he leaned back in his chair at the
tea-table and picked his teeth leisurely.
“Them deep, up-and-down wrinkles
’tween his eyebrows are enough for me;
when you boe them on anybody’s face
you may look out for ill-natur’and a
cross, fault-findingdisposition.But
where they run this way,” and he arched
his eyebrows up, until his skinny-lookmg forehead lay all in deep furrows
plowed horizontally,“why, then you
may expect a good-naturedman, not
fault -finding nor hard to please.”
“It’s nothing to me who’s ill-tempered or who has wrinkles,I’m sure,”
said Betsey, smiling demurely ; “ but I
never believed much in signs. You
know our old Grandmother Treswav was
as full of contrarinessas the old fellow himself, and people looked in her
smooth face, as placid ns a china doll’s,
and they called her a saint, and a mother
in Israel, and all such holy, significant
titles. You remember how she used to
throw the tea-pot, or the press-board
or the boot-jack,or anything that came
in her way, at us young ones.”
And so the talk of the brother and
sister drifted bo Until it ran into the
past, and they both talked of old times
and hilf -forgotten adventures, and they
spent a verr pleasant evening together,
as they usually did.
The next evening, just after dusk, the
’Squire called and stayed an hour or so.
He had not intended stopping long— just
ran in to see how Ira managed to keep
his sweet potatoes all winter— he’d never
had tack keeping his, sdlbehojr. Ira
hurried and told him, secretly hoping
that he'd go homo immediately, but the
’Squire was in no hurry.
They talked election
------ news and disfor Governor, and
cussed the candidatesfor
for Liouteiiant-Goveroor,
a'*.d Congress,
aud yet the ’Squire lingered. He was
building a new house, frame, story auda half, with two dormor windows, that
coat Jfifty dollars each, lie said
dormer

—

‘ ‘

ed him to. He thought, and thought,
and scratched his head over the problem, aud his lower jaw fell, and for two
days he pondered sorrowfully over this
new dilemma.
One day Betsey was going over to her
cousin’s to a quilting, and Ira was to

though aghast with horror.
The ’Squire came a-hustling out, crabstyle, from among the debris, with his
hair all pushed the wrong way, and tho
as

tails of his coat

turned up over his back.

He made a great clang and clatter and
noise, and disarranged the hidden
keep house aud have the tea-kettle things generally ; but he got out at
boiling at five o’clock iu the evening.
last and tried to look like a man
Now, nolxidy would guess what an who had been followinga legitimate callugly thing old Brother Ira did iu her ing.
absence. Oh, the selfish old churl was
“ Now, I say no gentleman will enter
driven to it! He knew it wasn’t manly
a lady’s private room uuder such ciror kind, but bow could he give up his
cumstances,” said she, looking at the
cozy quarters and see Betsey’s smiles
measuring-rule “ and especially in her
lavishedupon another ?
absence ! It's horrible ! it’s awful 1”
Poor fellow, he arraigned himself, and the poor little thing clapped her
and while under indictment he said: hands up to her face and sobbed hyster-

“Now, Ira Josephus Barnabee, you

know

very well that you are the vicioun-

est mortal that ever lived, but

mutt

be done.

You

something

don't want to be set

adrift and be compelled to try the reali-

of a cruel world that always was
hard on orphans and. poor folks !”
Ira often dwelt with pathos on the
fact of his being an orphan. He was
not a very tender orphan, being in his
forty-seventhyear ; but that is the way
with some people, they will howl over
one old-time, by gone sorrowall through
ties

their lives.

Ira knew that Madame Wilkins, deceased, had been a very pink of a housekeeper, and the bereft '.Squirethought
this requirement the one thing needful
iu a wife. She must mop all the floors
every Saturday, sweep dowu the cobwebs, polish the tinware, and do all the
little things that bis mother used to do.
Of course her successor must be all she
had been.

ically.

“He only wanted to measure the
rooms afore he planned his'n,” said the
brother, in a cringing voice, looking at
his sister, and feeling really sorry that
matters had taken such au unfavorable
turn. His plan had worked well, but
hadn’t stopped there ; it had gone ou
working ; and he couldn’t see, as he
stood there scratchinghis head, where
the mischief would end.
“ I regret exceedingly,Mrs. Bobbett,
that I have subjectedmyself to your displeasure,”said the discomfited'Squire,
twisting his fingers together, and looking very miserable and red-faced.
“ Well, don’t stand here, then ! Go

home, where you belong; and you
needn’t be a bit surprised, sir, if I have
you up before the sessions at their next

meeting,” said the incensed widow,
her eyes flashingfire. Both men were
so scared that they stood like petrified

men.
had been gone an hour
“ Where in tho world did this old
or two, Ira walked leisurely over to the thing come from, I’d like to know ?”
uew story-aud-a-halfframe house of she shrieked out, seizing hold of the
'Squire Wilkins, and seated himself on funny flannel night-cap that was perched
the work-bench aud commenced playing up on top of the foot-post, and she gave
with the little curly shavings.
it a vicious jerk, breaking tho string
The 'Squire came iu aud began show- that held in pucker the back part'of it,
ing him round .through the house very and it slipped down over tho post.
courteously. When they were up-stairs Enraged, she pulled at it violently, tore
Ira said : “ You’d ought to have your it off and twisting it up in a little wad,
roqms divided off like my sister Betsey threw it at the ’Squire’s head. “ Clear
has ; I think hers are very convenient.” out, I say, both of you prowling dogs
“ I wish I hail the plan of her rooms,” and she stamped her little foot very
said the 'Squire, brighteningup as much in earnest, and followed them to
After Betsey

though the idea tantalized him.
the head of the stairs.
“Get your rtileand come right over
“ Mrs. Bobbett, my dear woman," bealong with me ; there’s nobody at home gan the ’Squire, apologetically.
to-day, and we 11 have full possessiou
“ Away with you, don’t you go to Mrs.
ourselves."
Bobbetting me !” said she, and she made
Bo the two men trudged off together the dearest little fist, which she extendto Widow Betsey Bjbbett’s little rose- ed in the directionof his face. He

the twinkle iu his gray eyes, that he
laughs over the ridiculousfigure
he cut, crawling around under the bed
of the Widow Betsey Bobbett.— A rMur’a
Magazine,
often

Colorado.
in tho center of tho beat

Colorado to-day

as well a* the largest emigration from tho
United States. And with reason, for both in
the way of geographical position, internalresources and capacityfor diversified industry,
it stands at the head of all tho Territories.
Geographically,Colorado is in the very van
of the column of solid migration, being the
westwardfront of that great tier of prosperous commonwealths which belt tho Union—
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,Indiana, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado. Emigration always
moves in straight lines— the population of
any one climate, soil or temperaturefollowing its parallelof latitude.This has been
tho uniform history of settlement iu this
country.
Colorado, however, will have tho advantage
of her older sisters, in that while their settlement was slow, fortuitousaud disintegrated,
hors is rapid, organized and systematic— while
theirs was the work of individuals,hers is
tho work of great organizations,supported by
experience,capital aud combination.She begins at a point the others only reached after a
generation.
Already her condition reveals her vantage
ground and demonstrates her position as the
leader of the great column of tho Middle
States.
Colorado is even now an exceptionallyfavored territory for any one thinking of going
West to settle. Society is alreadyestablished
there ; railwaycommunicationwith the Atlantic and Pacino States is direct and good ; the
TerritorialGovernment economically organized and honestlyadministered,exempting the
settlers from onerous taxation.Witness tho
followingitems :
Taxes.— There were no territorialtaxes laid
in 1873.

Public Debt.— There

no territorialdebt,
and a balance of, 918, 172.19 in the Treasury.
Schools.— The educational facilitiesof’the
Territoryare tirst-class. Tho common-school
system is well organized. There are good
lathes' theological, conventual and boys’
schools. There is a college at Colorado
Springs.
The Press.— There are 7 daily aud 36 other
papers published in Colorado.
Banks.— There are 27 banks.
TAi.eoiuph.— There are 1,018 miles.
is

SOUTHERN COLORADO.
Southern Coloradois the richest, most

South Pneblo differs from the generality of
towns just starting in having alreadyestablished railway, telegraph and express aud
postal connections with the entire oountrv.
The old town of Pueblo is locatedon the
north bank of the river, and just opposite
Mouth 1 neblo. being connectedby four completed bridgesand a horse-railway.
Colonists, in addition to tlie4aciliiiesof tho
uew town, will have all’tha advantages in tho
way of markets, society, etc., affordedby the
old town.

Houth Pueblo is not an experiment.One
thousand people are now ou the colour
grounds.

The title is clear and simple,confirmed by a
recent act of Congress, and now in tho trustees
company.
John Edgar Thompson, Philadelphia,
President Pennsylvania H. It. Co.
Samuel M. Felton. Philadelphia,

of the

P

J^ate President
W. & B. It. li. Co.
Louis H. Meuii, Banker, Nsw York.
Sc oooi a, Churches, Etc— Large reservations have been and will be made for
school, church, park and other public purposes.
Expensesof Emioiiation.— Persons holding
certificates of membership, who apply at an
early date, will secure passage and freights
on household goods, from tho East to South
Pueblo, at greatlyreduced rates.
'I heso prices note are about as follows for
first-class tickets :

From
From
From
From
From
From

Philadelphia to South PReblo ..... ......
Cincinnati to Sooth Pueblo ...............48
Chicago to South Pneblo ............. ... 4.'.
Omaha to South Pueblo ....... ........... :r»
Ht. Loui* to Houth Pueblo ............ 40
Uverpoolto Houth Pueblo ................

£X

hose rates are a per centum reduction on
tho full fares, and will change from time to
time as these fares change.
Health,— All the world now visit Colorado
to find health. Health is the poor man’s
'1

capital.

Ncenkrt.—The scenery is tho grandest and
most beautifulon tbo continent.
Soil.— The valley of the Arkansasraises 50
bushels of wheat to the acre.
Social Chances.— Every man’s children
start equal aud with even chances in tho West.
Colony Plan. — South Pueblo is being settled by tho Denver and Rio Grande railway,
in regularcourse of their plan for the systematic development of the country along the
lino of their route, under the same plan of
colony which has proved so successful in the
case of Colorado Springs,tho great pleasure
and health reeort.
This plan gscuroa to the individual settler
all the advantages and reductions of colony
emigration without subjecting him to the ordinary limitations of colonial enterprise, i. e.,
moving with a large body, or at a given time.
Full details of this nlan, with pamphlet and
map, will bo furnished by either
Denver and Rio Grande Railway Co.,
216 South Fourth street, Philadelphia.
Thomas C. Parrish. Treasurer,
South Pueblo, Colorado.
Nelson A BoLles, Cincinnati,O.
Holbrook A Fox, Boston, Mass.
W. O. Buchanan, Montreal, Canada.
Geo F. McFarland, Harrisburg, Pa.
A. Rirdelhkimer,Ivanna*Pacific Depot.
Kanaas Citv.
J. Buuobss Brown, Central Depot,
Indianapolis.
Alhaoer Hay Hill, London. England.

Summer Ueaoiis.
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Madison,
Wis., the Lake country of Wisconsin,
Devil's Lake, O con o mo woe, Green
Luke, Waukesha, Fond du Lac, Green
Bay, Duluth, Marquette,and all Wisconsin aud Minnesota summer resorts
are reached from Chicago via tho Chicago and Northwestern railway. Send
to W. H. Stennett, General Passenger
Agent Chicago and Northwestern railway, Chicago, for a guide-book. It
will be sent you free.

Astonishing.-—Few persons are aware
of the time, talent and

expense m

pes-

sary to develop and perfect an invention.

The nsw Wheeler & Wilson No. 6 Sewing Machine, advertisedincuroolumns,

has

already cost that company over
8300,000, and to bring it well before
the public will require $200,000 more.
It costa as much to design, construct
and introduce a perfect sewing machine
as to launch a first-class ocean steamship.

“The

Cora mon Sense Medical Adviser,

in Plain Eogliih, for all People, or Medicine
Simplified.” is the comprehenHivo and cxprennive title of a forthcoming work of from seven
to nine hundred large pagee. bound in cloth,

fer- from the pen of Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
and miljost-tempored section of tho great World’s Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y. * Price
Territory of Colorado. It is a State within it- 91.50, postpaid, to any address within the
self of magnificent proportions, incalculable United States. To all those who subscribe
naturalresources,and a diversity of soil and for the work now, and send tho money with
climate, and a capacity for agricultural, pas- their subscription,the price will lie hilt 91.
toral. mining, manufacturing and coramertial The latter price scarcely covers the cost of
development which render it self-supporting. publication,and at 91.50 it will bo the cheapLying south of tho Great Divide it is the est book ever published, and the author can
only hope for compensathn for his labor in
most genial climate oT all Colorado.
The Arkansas, the greatestriver running the immense sale which the work must have.
from the Kocky Mountains, gives it tho Tho anthor's name is a householdwork
richest valley and strongest water-power iu throughout America, and his fame an a physician is uot unknown in other lands. His repuColorado.
Embracingiu its limits the South Park and tation, coupled with the cheapnessof the
San Jnan country, it covers tho richest mining work, insures for it in our opinion a sale
districts of the Territory, its minerals being surpassing that of any book that lias ever been
uot merely gold and silver, but coal, iron, published iu the English language. The book
will be illustratedwith numerous original
copper, marble aud petroleum.
wood engravings, will contain a fine steel
PUEBLO.
portrait aud autograph of the author,and alTho capital city of this groat region is
together will be the moat comprehensive,
Pueblo, located on tho old trading ronto of the
plainly written and practical medical adviser
Santa Ee trail, just whore that ancient highfor both young and old, male and female,
way crossed and the trunk-lineof railwaynow
single and married, ever published.We adcrossestho Arkansas river.
vise each of our readers to send the subscripPueblo is an old. well-established
UHbfHl p
point. It tion price to the author immediately and thus
has been a missionary station, a trad
trading post,
encourage him in his labors and secure the
a military fort, and is now a thriving western
work at the teduced price. The author will
town. Its location Has been determinedby acknowledgethe receipt of all subscriptions
the established routes of travel for over a and send the hook as soon as out.
century.It has thereforea solid foundation.
It is now a railway center. Five roads, two
Wilhoft's Tonic is uot a panacea— is
built aud throe building,converge hero. At
not a cure for everything,but is a cath»Ucon
this point will stand the
for malarious diseases,and day by day adds
CHEAT CENTRAL CITY OF THE FAR WEST.
fresh laurels to its crown of glorious success.
In every respect of centrality, climate, local EngorgedLivers and Spleens,along the shady
situation,position with referenceto North,
banks of our lakes and rivers, are restored to
South, East and West, Pueblo is destined to
their healthy And normal secretions. Health
become the great commercial city of the aud vigor follow its use, and Chills have taken
Rocky Mountains. For one thouand miles their departure from every household where
along the base of tho mountain range there is
Wilhofts Anti-Periodic is kept and taken.
no point equal to it as a commercial center.
Don’t fail to try it. Wheklook, Finlay A
SOUTH PUEBLO.
Co., Proprietors,New Orleans.
The systematicdevelopmentof Pueblo tpwFor sale by all Druooihth.
ard tips, its own proper position, is now going on under the auspices of the Denver and / There is nothing like leatherShoes with a
Bio Grande railway, which has opened to SILVER TIP for children. Try them. They
colony settlementand improvement the land never wear through at the toes'. For sals by
on the south bank of the Arkansas, heretofore all dealers.
unoccupied by reason of the want of capital
in Colorado to construct the great irrigating
Thi Nobth western Hors k-N ail Co.’s
canal necessary to supply water.
"Finished ” Kail is the best in the world.
Houth Pueblo has been regularly laid
Go to Riverside Water Onre. Hamilton. 111.
out and platted, streets opened aud graded.
10,000 trees planted along the avenues and
public squares, a large park laid out and A D VBBT18ER8 1 Bend 96 Cepts to GEO. P. ROWplanted, bridges built, and all the foundations IV ELL A CO.. 41 Park Row. Nsw York, for their
Pamphlete/ 100 papss, Containing lie s of 8000 newsfor a prosperous town broadly and intelli- papers and estimate*showing cost of advertising.
gently laid. The streets are 100 feet wide,
( ION ST A
EMPLOYMENT.— At home,
tho central boulevard 150 feet. Acequias, or
\J male or female, $90 a week warranted.No espminiature canals, run along tho front of each ttal required. Full particulars and a valuable sample sent free. Address, with fl ct. return stamp,
sidewalk.
The main work, however, is the great irri- A. D. YOUNG. 290 Fifth St., Williamaburgh,N. Y.
gating canal. 20 miles in length,which has A GENTS Wanted Kverfwhiioto canvaaafor
l\ our magnificent Steel E gr.i»ltig, •* 1 Know
alreadybeen built at acost of 990,000.
This canal covers and waters a tract of 10,- That My ReaoemerLlveih." Very liberal term to
Afienti. send for Catalogue of Book*, and learn
000 acres, and this tract constitutesthe colony b. w to obtain •‘Outfit*"free. EAGLF.TON A CO.,
settlementof South Pueblo.
136 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
tile,

IPI

_
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Foots Worth Rmomborlng:.

About 50,000 acres of wheat will be
sown tin's spring bv Michel, the great

It is death to'breathe steel-dust.

Goats’ milk

ruddifies

US

wheat-grower of California.

the com-

plexion.

Th« Secret of Capllvat!on.-Featurei
of

WHEELER &

reaaon to be thankful to Mother Nature; yet, attar
raoit captlratlng of all womanly charm*
I* a purej fre*h and brilliantcomplexion. Thl*

•uperlatlvofuctnatlonany lady may «ecure by
uiiug Haoan’i Maokoma Balm.

lady’s head ? A friend of mine says she
takes a little borax added to a pint of
rain-water, and washes her head occasionally with it. I often add a little
borax or cooking soda to the rain-water

when I wash

my

hair-brushes. It

cleanses them nicely.— AM/*, in Country

Gentleman.

The method employed

to

make hair

curl by professional workers in hair is

follows: Wet the hair to be curled,
wrap it smoothly around a cylindrical
stick or tube of proper size, tie it in
place, then put it in water and boil it
two or three hours, remove it from the
boiler, wrap it carefullyin newspaper,
and bake it in a moderate oven tor an
hour. Thus treated it will stay in curl
as

permanently.
In kerosene lamps the light often is
unsatisfactory,while all is apparently
in good order. It sliould be borne in
mind that, though the wick is but very
gradually burned, it is constantly becoming less able to conduct the oil.
The result is that the wick, though it is
of sufficient length and looks as good

as everj has its conducting power
greatly impaired,as its pores, so to
speak, or the minute channels by which
the oil reaches the place to be burned,

become gradually obstructed.

It is

ROTARY-HOOK LOCK-STITCH

SEWING MACHINE, .

«

it i*

FOR FAMILY USK,

.. 1. 1

_

Sp^DweU

625

Delano, Secretary of

CENTS ~

50

IEEKLY WISCONSIN

THE BEST FAMILY

”

CANCERS,

BROWN’S VERMIFUGE COMFITS

HOUSEHOLD

W|,y

win you

To all persons

PANACEA
FAMILY

or

entitled

IU

HERO CATHEW.

T0

back, bowels or side, we would
say Tna

others the remedy you want

PANACEA

for

Parties lending us

FIFTY CENTS

will re-

It has cured the above com-

FAMILY

plaints In thousandsof cases.

limits of the United States, 130,000

Or

A large forty-eight column paper, for four months,

Office

readingmatter, lucludingall the NBW8 OF
DAY, Short Stories, Poetry, do. Address

|

P

‘E

W. WEflWAlU Land Agent,

M. PlIU.Idl't-Jfleii.'Msnoger.
of WisconsinCentralneflrtad,'1'

Milwaukee.June

G,

1874,

_
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GENTS W ANTED

Y week or

i

at

once to

*100

-Mou

or

ip
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CRAMER, AIKENS A CRAMER,

orHseliedwlth^tlueuza.Diuythcrla.S.reThroat,
Bad Coughs iLrarsenesa.Bifif.us Cc-Uo, InflammoUouof the Bowels, Stomach, Lungs, LiveriKiiK
neys; or vmkOlpup,Qutnsey.Fever and Ague; or
with Neuralgia,Headache, Tic Doioreux,Tooth*
oebu. Baxadio or with Lumbago, Pain lu the Bark,
or Rheumatism;orwUb DUrrlies, ChblPra MY rbut, or Dysentery; drivlth Bums, I aide, or
Bruises: or with Brraii.s. Cramp*, or Srasms. The
applicationof BAD WAY'S READY RELIEF will
cure you of tho worst of thrst- complaintsin,* few

PY" Back numbers supplied.
“Ladiks’ FnirRD’' contain* 7 articles
needed by every lady— Patent SpoolHolder, Sciisot-H, Thimble, Ac— guaranteed worth $1-60 Sample Box, by mail,
60 cents. Agent* wanted. PLUHBdCO.,
10b

bth

8.

8ti

Philadelphia, Pa.

eet,

be used with posnive assurance ( f oolnggood In
cases where pain or disc- -nifort is experienced ;

all

Proprietors, Milwaukee,Wii.

Women. $34 a

Whnt will li doY ie the flrit Inquiry the sbk
m*kc com erntng a medicine, Suppoat-

forfeited. The sri'retfree. Write
CO., 8th St., NewYork.

COWBN A

Twenty drops In

tumbler «f water will in a

half a

moment* mre CHAMPS, SPASMS, SOt’R STOMACH, HEARTBURN, SICK HEADACHE, DIARCt s> ft PKK
DAY Commiision or §30 a week
RHEA,
DYSENTERY. CtiLIC. WIND IN THE BOWVLJef Salary, and expenses. Weofferitxndwill Excellent facilities.Instruction In penmanship Simply this leply it will reltevaand cun- head- ELS, and all INTERNAL PAINS,
pay It. Apply now. G. Webber <b Co.. Marion, 0 free. Board 82.uO ner week. Address,for ctuular. achu, nausea, ttttulunce.niirvnuiuess,costi vuneii,
u-.v « L*. "il
* y * carry a bottle of RADdebility, billMiHiii-ssand ludlgesUou. Sold hr
B- M. WORTHINGTON, Madison,Wis
VAYS READY RELIEF with them. A few drops
aruggistseverywhere.
in
water
will
prevenr
eiakneseor grmium
pains from
—
-*111
AT ( IXT-t1 V t Wo wlu W 10 tO 12 per cent.
chan—
•* U .....
m Brandy
/ll JLj i • in advance and give good seitfo of —
wAttr. It
better tban French
Or B liter*as a stimulant.
curity. State amount you desire to Invest.Adfew-

_

.*

1

-

.

dress Security Funds, P.

ANY
ONE

jend^the

0.

Box

3,130, Cincinnati.

address of ten persons with 10

ond instructions’iuw "to * ge t fr ich ,!l no » t°paid. CH’ly .Yooeffv Co., ME 8. 8th-st., Phlla .I'o.
'

PROFITABLE EMPLOYMENT.
Work

to sell onr Justly celebrated
Articles for Ladies’ wear. Indispensable
and

II absolutely uecessary. 10,000 SOLD
fS AIU.M'llLY* They give cemfort and satisfaction. No female cou d‘ without them.
of gU OO, FREE.
Send for IllustratedCircular. LE PERLS RUBBER
CO., 90 Chambers Street, New York.

Addrew W. A. Henderson &
land, 0., or

MS,

T

St.

500,000

'Z—is

Co., Cleve-

Louis. Mo.

j

OrigiDtinarpornnon-'lliiy
Fork. Altomutor*sllkiods
AsVISimI* * Iron,,tern, find
Pr»ee*i u>
.

_
^

Trade

by

t taitanklndaofsoiLFteu
A taerlUinPampblets
fraa,

Marlu^

A.

J.

NKI.I.I.HA C0.,
Pttubunrh. Pa,

___

___

_

_

IMDI^

LAK HWInAT PAD

sjrassffi..11®“,llau

!
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_

w
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THRESHER
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THE PERIOD:
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SAW-MILLS.

tjhtoagor /

B

Pills,

dors of the Stomach, Liver. Bowels. Kidneys, Blad-

der, Neryouw Diseases. Headhcbe, Constipation,
CostlTenesS’ Indtgeitlon,Assuepsta Blllousuess,
Bilious Fever, lafiammitldnof the Bowel*, Plies,
and all Derangements of the InternalViscera.
Warranted to effect a positive cure. Purely Vegel^e, containing uo mercury, minerals, or deleteObserve the followtng lymptoms resulting
from Disordersof the Dlgestt** Organa:
Cou.tijiatton.lhwwd
Pile* Fu^JijMsof tbeBI *
.

X

LANE & BODLEY,
MANUFACTURERSOF

uvmn,
Lying

«* »ua
when In

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY

Solid Iron Frnmei, Friction Feed and
W roughl-lron Head-Ulocka,
with Lever Set.
AND CHEAPEST MILL IN THE

nunuialiuM benta

!he

,,f

*'"'7 v* I»‘ll Pan
th. uw’i? ?l1i0D.clr
Yellowi
kln *'id E>e'' 1 »•» In the Side, Ch
th^’v^
“h"1 ,n<lden ^R'lhes of Heat, Bnruini
the Ficsh.
few doi
A fewiojea
oTfij
t’AY’VHLLB will free
system fronj .y «tf|bove-aa«ad disorder.;
“

5

SAW-MILLS,

(,r

Posture, Dimness of Vision, I

a

Price 23 ftuta ^Srlfox, Sold by Druggii

Read “FALSE

AND TRUE”

W,K!i;"n,1,0C*‘*'0r,e,'nd

JOHN AND WATER-STS., CINCINNATI,

j

_

LARK * UODLBY,

Silverware In the West, corner of State and Mon-

>

Perfectly tasteless,elignutly (potid with sweet
gum, purge regujat*,purify, clem if >ufl strengthen. 'KADWAYTb PILLS, for the cur# of all flrtor-

*'^’***1 “

Have the best stock of Jewelry,Watches and
roe-sts.,

"

.Regulating

rrH*
I MAKKhT.

MATSON ICO.

i

RADWAY’S

DR.

*r# wafraited to Jrevent chHfingand t.r'c-ureany
HOKNilS or
Nll/LKN. if Printed Directions sre followed. Have
als - a /INC GIG-NADDLIC FAD that prevents
chaflogontheback.aiid a LFAD-LIMp
to protecithe shouldefs
from gull*. All of which are for sale by hartieRimakt-rs thraughoflt *he United States and Canads

CENTRAL HOTEL,

—

*'

zracClLLARmS

SUCCESS BEYOND COMPETITION.CC Have Been Used Since Jan. 1st, 1871.
G*/ STATS FAIR FIRST PREMIUMSWITHIN 00 Arnffinnit ffuardtitec of their unfulnrgs. They
Moms, awardi-d Fcliii*
)

.

Sold by Druggists. Price 60 Cents.

55

••Sample seut, or. receipt

has the best Stuns* ana Sketches, and more
home and State news, of interest to Hooslers
at home or abroad, than any paper in Indiana.
1 year $2; 6 months $1; S mmitha 60 cents. A
SplendidStory. “The Circuit Rider.'’ will begin July let. WILLIAMS A HOSSLER, Warsaw, Ind.

Wr#

for Kvrryhnd)’. Good Wnuc*.

PerniRiient Kinnluymeiit. Men mid Women mu u tod. Full particular* freo.

A GENTS WANTED

O.

,

;

i

y-l Ci

;

An tHWi4Mskl|m-

irali't]him k

o| 'jji j,.

K('*' coiifttliilnpvali

YEN'S

ticket Photoscope.

..

f

at.

ChMrMttreet

......
ST. LOLIE. MO.
Longest engaged, and moat iuccci«ful physician c
tn# ago, ConsuMation *r pamphlet free. Call o
pphished for young men who snffe
Dnm Nervousness. Debility, Ac., pamphlet, I

f---

..

wnta.

stances In the Bye, in Wounds, etc., and to examine Inseois. Flowers and Plants, to detect flaws
in Metals, finenessof wood-grain; to decipher
writing otherwiseillegible, and for the Inspection
of grain, minerals,etc. Cstful for everybody.

pages,

Wanted. Illustrated Circulars and

K

OfficeNo. 49 Nassau-st.

E1®
.JPuUr««,f*V“ad^
JSuli.**

IOWA AND JEBRASKA!

the8ft

*4-lnch, 28.

souri River Railroad Comp&uy.'

sS^whn^r8#^

mation valuable to flumers and threshennen
Address,
NIOHOIA SHEPARD A CO.,
Battle Creek, McA.

feints

,

a®

All persons intendingto buy Threshing Ma.
ch no., or Semrators “alone," or Horse Powers

?BAnJ RiI8KI£S and FarmF^xcept Interest,till fifth year. Rich Sot, warm
J *rftin freshed, saved and
uimafe.long Seatons, low razes, and free £rfucaleaned
to
the
best
advantage,
are Invited to /end
fwn. Free Fare and Low Freights on household
foe onr new forty nag. Illustiaterl Pamphlet
goods to those who

Land Commissioner,Burlington, lo’wa.

fil^SS

m

MILLIONS OF ACRES OF THE BEST LAND in
Ten Yeare* Credit, at 6
percent.Intereat, by the Barllngtonaud Mis-

nartlrulsri,od-

*tamp*

;

akook,lflOpagjs. tllqstrated.e0i

WHITTIER,

No. 617 St. Charldsfltwflt,’St.Lonif, Mo.,

»®chJne»

*raln ,“vl"g’ li,n•

the West, for sale on

ingburgh, and to have declared that she
is the most gifted and cultivated
lady he ever met The Duchess speaks
all continentallanguages, with but very ^Circulars and Map*. wUh JiM
little Tartar accent.

O-

lerins free.

Address M. L SYBIL P. O. Box I.Mfl, New York.

2

I)R.

Double Convex Lens.l 1-2 Inches in diameter.
Mounted in leather,and carried in the vest pocket.
Price 60 cettte, two for gl , free by mail. Accnta

NO PAYMENTS REQUIREDy
Disraeli is said to have formed a
warm friendshipfor the Duchess of Ed-

APPLIED EXT RUN ALLY— OR TAKEN INTER.
NALLY ACCORDING TO DH< ECTIONS-PAIN,
FROM WHATEVER CAUfcE, CEASES TO MIST.
1 LMPOEJ’ATIT.—Miicrs. Farmers.

There Is no mistake about it.

A

for

COsTAGI

now

support themselves on their own lands,
receivingnothing from the Government
but the interest on their money or their
annuities ; 113,000 are under the care
of agents, over 80,000 of whom have
been thus located within tliree years ;
leaving only 50,000 roaming at large, a
large portion of whom will before long,
doubtless, be settled on reservations.
These proofs of the humane and Christian policy of the Government toward
the Indians are gratifying and encouraging to every lover of peace and justice.

The Cheapest and Eest Medicine
Family Use in tli^ World!

8ETTLE** and LUMBERMEN.

^to

WEEKLY WISCONSIN,

Internal and externaluse.

AND

Relief,

a 23

I

Ono

HousanoLDPahacxa containing this charming novel complete, together with a large amount of other Interesting

akd Family Lxnxirr Is of all

O T

Thia Company offers for sale a largo amount of
very desii able Farming Land, situat'd along Mie
flO-Co-.tBottle
line of Us mad north of Stevens Potut, Wisconsin,
at low price* to actual nettler*. The laud is
WILL CURE MORE COMPLAINTS AND PREVENT
covered with a dense forest of various kinds of THE SYSTEM AiiAlSSf SUDDEN AiTACK-'OF
hard wood interspersed with the finest pine.
EPIDEMICS AND
Dhv.ASKS THaN
Ext i nonllnary facilities granted tu par- ONKlil'NDR«DiMiLI.*J<A VJii k> KkD SOR OTHtie* locating mill* on flic line.
ER MEDICINE* Oft MEI.IOaLaTTKN DANCE.
For further tufurmattouapply to
THE MOMENT RAD WAY’S READY RELIEF IS

stom-

ach, Bilious Colic, Pain lu the

LINIMENT.

Ready

highly interesting serial story,

celve the

Cramps lu the limbs

'203 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,Pa.

Wisconsin Central Railroad.

July 0 wo shall begin the publicationof the

snfTerlng

from Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

AND

EADWAT’S

THOltl'KA* f>.SIlT(JTb.

suireri

terior, while admitting that occasional

portion of criminals^o unpunished
there than among the In(Uau8. Hestates
that of the 293,000 Indians within the

R.

aU

BY THE

3,

Tente and Bathing Suits.

ventures the assertion that the proportion of lawless violence resultingin
danger to life and property is much
greater in New York city than among
the Indian tribes, and that a greater

R«

?ra,a

and
CURED WITHOUT

PAPER,

will destroy Worms without Injury to the child,

the In-

robbery and murder are
committed by the Western Indians,

tep

FOR FOUR MONTHS.

YOUNG
HEN
.
... .

theft,

v-x

FAMILY PHYSICIAN

Ha.11,

of

..

AYER

MffiU

acts

a_

Af

V

C.

V.

Maiket-st.,cor. W'ashjngtoa. Chicugn, m. I

b) us good, for

Hon.

Iiarely restores its
Color, when faded or

Blotches, Pustules,Tetters, Cankers, etc., from
gray. It stimulates the the Head, Face, Neck, Mouth and Skin. It Is pleat,
nuUUlyu organs to •at to take aud tho dose is small
healthy activity,and preservesboth the hair and
ill FiAmntvr T
...
a
a.*
Us beauty. fhui’’bralky’'welik
or •lc'klyhatr"becomes glossy, pliable and strengthened;lost hair It Resolvesaway Diseas'd Deposits;tt Purifies
regrows with lively expression: tailing hair is
the Blood and Renovatesthe System, it cures
checked and stabluhed;thin hair thickens and
with certainty all Chronic Diseases that
faded or gray hair resume their original color. Its
have lingered in the system five or
operation i* mre and barm.rss. Itchres and ruff,
heals all humors, and keeps the scalp cool, clean
ten, years, whether It be
and soft— under which conditions, diseases of the
scalp are Imp- sslblo.
Syphilitic, Hereditary or
Iff Udles’ hair, the Vigor la Scrofula
praisedfor Its graieful and agreeableperfume,
Coutaiflous,
and valued fur the soft luster and richness of tone

Thftr gentle touch seemed
Wanted at once to learn
200 ROOMS !
we knew our ministergraphing and take $2.50 PER DAY
olRcee
on new lines
Passenger Klevator.
ing angel was watching over us. I
„ . which wo are furnishJ. APPLETON WILSON, Prop’r.
would like to write in letters of fire, ing with operators.Salary from 800 to $100 per
month. Circulars mailed free.
that would never die out before the N. W. TELEGRAPHINSTITUTE. Janesville. W’ls.
eyes of every young man and woman
By the Bale, or at retail, on
contemplating marriage : In all things
receipt of |S.00 by mail
oppress.
beware of superficiality,—Grandma
.... —
-ww. —and
— — best
— w Music
V ***/•
The
latest
Book% for the, Sunday
O. W. Simmoks A Sow,
School and the Home Oitcle. Sample Copv sent oh
Thoughtful,
OaaIx.
receipt of 30 cents. LEE A SHEPARD, Boston.
Boston, Mass/ 9
sickness

^

A

bottle

one

are beautiful morally, intellectually LINIMENT. Try it. Sold by all Druggist*.
and physically,but you will not find
WE KM.. Agents wanted, perticuthem in luxurious nests; they flourish V 4t>KACII
lari free. J. Worth A Co., St. Louu, Mo.

hands are unadorned with diamond
rings. But can we ever forget those
little busy hands when prostrated with

Blood Purifier!

foundedon
No. 6,
the principle,now universally acknowledged,that
physical vigor la the most formidableantagonist
of all human ailments, and experiencehas shown
that I'LiKTATiox Hi ttkus Is a gcerlcsi luvignr- Heitvy Tailoring1and Leather Work.
ant, aa well as the bsst possible safeguardagainst
Attention Is invited to the Superior Excellence
epidemic dtseaicr
or
of this Machine, some of the points of •hlch are "A
l.-A Higher Rate of Spued, with less liabilityto
KeaiilumtiiiK the Halr.-Wben the hair
W CRT,
ceases to draw from the scalp the aaturallubri- 54.— Simplicity of Construction, and Ease of Man- it imparts.
BE IT SEATED IN THE
agement.
FkXPAIUD XT
3.~Po*itiv*iieis and Certainty in all Us Movecant which is its austcnonce, Its vitalityIs, as It
Lungs
or
Stomach, Skin or Bones,
ments.
were, suspended,and, If not promptly attended to, 4,— The Independent T«ko-up, drawing tip the
Flesh or Nerves,
baldness will be the certain result.The one sure
Stitch when the Needle is entirely out of the
Dr. J. C.
A CO. Lowell, Maw., CORRUPTING THE SOLIDS AND VITIATING
Goons.
method of avoiding such an unpleasantcatastrophe
TUK FLUIDS.
9, -Unrivaled Strength of Seam and Beauty of
•s to use Lroit'i KATBAttog, which, when well
Hlticli.
Practical and Analytical Chcmlsti.
rubbed into the scalp,will speedily reauimatethe O.— Aitaptabllttyto a mnch wider range of Work
IT M THX OlfLY POSITIVE CURE FOR
than any other Sewing Machine lu existence.
hair aud preventa from fallingout.
Sold by all Druggists ond Dealers in iledkins.
T.-It Is the only Sewing Machine adaptedto the
KIDNEY and BLADDER COMPLAINTS,
Staying of Buttonholesin Ladies' Shoes with
THIRTY YEARS' KXPKKIKXCK OF AN
/hi A A HAY, sure, for either sex wllHiurtd w<Jrk. Urinary and Womb Diseaaes, Gravel, Diabetes,
Cord
without
the
use
of
Patent
Attachments
OLD NURSE.
Thill 8w,", 0<,nt*
samplesand circular*. gr»P*r* Stoppage of Water, Incontinenceof Urine,
t&eretor.
J. STUD1BAKB R A CO , Dayton, Ohio.
Bright’! DUcase, Albuminuria, and lu all cases
MRS. WINSLOWS SOOTHING SYRUP TS THE
VRINCII'ALOFFICE,
waerc there a rn brick-dustdeposits,chronic
PRE8CIPTIONOF cue of the best Female PhysiDay guaranteed u'nr our Rheumatism, Bet.ifula, Ola-.dular Swelling, Hackcians aud Nurses In the United States, and has
NO.
BROADWAY, N. Y.
Aug© t V.w!(1i!u£SS3S^ ing Dry Cough, Caacenmir Affections, Syphilitic
been used for thirty years with never falling
safety and success by millionsof mothers and Woild*1*1' ,,,ro,lKUaMt l,,e Civilized
DU. KAM'L. t». FITCH't*
Tumors, Ulcers. Skin and Hip Diseasee, Mercurial
children, from the feeble Infant of one week old to
Diseases Fumale Complaints.Gout, Dropsy, Rickets, Sait Uh',um, Bronchitis. Consumption, Liver
the adult. It corrects acidity of the stomach,reWill be sent free by mail ta any one sending their Complaints,Ulcers in the Throat. Mouth, Tumors,
lieves wind colic, regulates the bowels, and gives
address to 714 Broadway, New York.
Node* in the Glands aau other partsof the system,
rest, health aul comfort to mother and child. Wc
Sole Lyes, Ntrumoroui Dlscliai grl from the lore
and the worst form* of kkin Dls-ases. Eruptions.
bcliovo It to bo the Best aud Surest Remedy In the
R Mffworro, Salt Rheum,
World In all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARJa,t Acue, B.ki k Spots, Worm* lu toe
FOR THE
RHEA IN CHILDREN, whether It arises ffom
Flesh, Cancers lu the Womb, aud ail weakening
Ulcer
Scrofulous Diseases and painful dteebarge*.Night Sweats, Loss of
Teethingor from any other cause. FulId:rectlons
M*1
,,r thp ,lf* principle are
for using will accompany each bottle. None OenuFAIL
within the curative range nf this wonder of Modlue anless the fac-eimllaof CURTIS A PERKINS la
em Chemistry,aid a f-nv d.<y*’ use will proveto
on the outeldo wrapper.
THORPEAN, SYSTEM. any person using it, for cither of these forms of
disease, t,s potent power to cur# them.
BOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
A treatmentadapted to the weakeat ennitltuSold by Druggists. $1.00 ^cr Battle.
non, buf sure to cure every case. The Thorpean
CHILDREN OFTEN LOOK FALK AND
Rcmedtea sent all over the world, and warranted
eff-Ttive. Patient* may hoard at the Thorpean
SICK,
Institute, au elcMbt marble edifice, while under
treatment. The worlt (Uses of cancer cured In a
from no other cause than having worms In the
short time. Send for Pafoplnotand full particustomach.
lars to QP.Q. 8. LACEY. Business Manager.

m HOUSEHOLD

best in out-of-the-way places that the
woild does not know much of, and in
pleasant villages and unpretentious
country homes, these rare plants may
be found. Have you not met them in
the street, and looked into their sweet
faces— faces which seem crowned like, a
saint, with a halo of light, of whose
subtle irradiationthe heart is alone
sensible ? The lips and the eyes are genial with a tenderness which the realities of every-day life have imparted.
Don’t forget how dear the whiteness of
the lily is to the heart, because it emblems meek purity. Don’t forget, amid
the glitter of gold and diamonds, purple and fine linen, which cannot bring
happiness, but, far oftener, a starvation of heart and soul. Unlike her
“poor rich sisters,” she dresses neatly
but plainly ; her small but capable

THE GREAT

Aiaa’i Hxut Vigor,

Inflammation, Ac., In bcaits, than all other Bui-

No. Sdl3 Fulton Street, New York.
fWd 6y Drugqirtt and Chemist*, ani dealers in
Medicines, at Twiutt-fiv* cmts a Box.

Flowers Blushing Unseen.

DR. RADWAY’S

by long and extensive
use, has proven that
It Hops the fallingof
the hair immediately; Will mako the Blood pure, the Skin rteif, the Byei
o#ten renews the bright, the Complexion smooth and transparent,
growth, and alwaya
the Hair etrong, and remove all Sores, Plmplea,

bite*, •tingi, brnlie*, Ac.. Ac., on men, women and
children, and sprain*, ttratna, gall*,utiff joint*,

IMO, ts still In

Color,

Advancing year*,
•trkness, care, disappointment and Hereditary predisposition,
all turn the hair gray,
aud either of them tudine tt toshed prematurely.

iwclliyg,lamone*i, chapped hand*, poUonou*

often economy to substitutea new wick being perfectly WHITE, aud free from all colorfor an old one, even if that be plenty ing or ether Injurious Ingredients usually used In
On
long enough to serve for some time to worm preparations.
CURTIS
A
BROWN,
Psoprtetori.
come.

But the man who wants a woman and
not a toy for a wife may not despair because he cannot marry the daughter of
the “ poor rich man,” who leads as useless a life in her luxurious nest us fledglings do in theirs, for there are girls as
pure as pearls, who live not in luxurious
nests, that the young man may find if
he wishes, who would be willing to help
build a nest all their «wn, where homeduties and home-affections dwell
harmony, that the young man need fear
no comparisons, for they will all be in
his favor. Full many a flower is bom
to blush unseen.” There are at this
time rare and lovely young women, who

Natural Vitality and

tpraint, scald*, burin, ialt rheum, tore ntpplce,

glycerine. Dissolve by heat, and bottle mkst, which wi* commenced tu
for use. The glycerine prevents it from progrei*.Nothingcan atop it, tor

Someone asks, what will remove and
prevent dandruff from coming in a

its

Ye Old Mcxfi-nn ItluaUiig Liniment ha*

menu put together.1'. will do what is promised
A very good paste is made by taking or
yo money refunded.
three ounces soft water, one ounce
gum arabic, and one-fourthounce The tirwiKl Ilevolutlok iir Mkdioal Trkat-

LIFE

THROUGH
To

produced more cure* of rhcuniamm,neuralgia,

To clean black silk, cashmere or alpaca, take o teaspoonful of borax to a
quart of tepid water and apply with a
black woolen rag or nail-brush.

spoiling.

WILSON’S

NEW

all. the

To sweeten a tainted meat-barrel,after washing and scalding to remove
grease, till with fresh soil and let it remain a week or ten days.

VIGOR OF

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAKt

hare, and ladlee who poiieta theiecharmi bare

well with the condiment.

SUPPLIED WITH THE

Over 81 Competitors.

Daiik rooms are unfit (or the dwell- Grecian mold, % well-turnedneck, and beautifully
rounded arroi.areno doubt very nice thlagi to
ings of human beings.

Cayenne pepper is death to bed-bugs.
Dust the bedsteads,crevices and niches

Ayer’s Hair Vigor, I THE DYING BODY

AT YI

isisg*

(wqiIdumto treat ait «aM# of obaiaolaato marrittf . Mood
laiMiHiiet.jMvr
aikattitof .I koM* «hkb rtaalu r.on
iDdUcretM,6r uapruatbco, vltii «Dpir.ll«wd»ucrr.,.
. Ur. W. • oalabJUbmcnt i< charlrred br tbe Ftatc rf v|,.
•t jrt, va# fouad-d and bit i-»a e.tabU.bedu atr j,.
•afe, cartalo and rtIUbla rfilcf.*Beio* a traduaio

Ur

rf .ppllaaUota he

U enabled to k*aP bl*
ful1

rr»>Pt<>nn, for

ch?r.“a

tro

,!

dh a
1^1

Sr
e: rs c —

--0. N. U.

BWFKE

aers. Should be read by
for 2 stamps. Address
DR. BONAPARTE, Cincinnati,0.

.
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MILLINERY AND FANCY GOODS,
NEW DRESS

SILKS!

MILLINERY AND
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, wo have thla
to

our Stock, a NEW
Line of

COMPLETE

BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
LADIES' SUITS AND SACKS AND
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS.
We

AT

have vieitedthe Ea»*crn Jobbing Houaca, and personally selected our stock of

A Beautiful Selection of

FANS, LACES
And

a

AND

DMDEIES

Prices.

|

saloon-licenses made payable quarterly; referredto the Com. on Ways

payments for

_

and Means.
The following Bills were presented for
payment:
G. H. Sipp, railroad fare to Grand Rapids on business for City, $1.50; Mr. S^s,
*tlft-lv
for labor, watching fire* May 9, $2.50; D.
Sluitcr, for ringing the bell for City, a
quarter of a year, $25.00; John Major, DeCARD.
troit, for new cylindersfor Fire Engine,
$09.80; J. Dykstra,for labor on Streets,
the Pnblie of the City
$2.25; H. Wiersema, Street Com’r. for laOF THE
boron Streets, $42 35; J. Van Den Berg,
of
Variety
Jewelry Store! for damage by water from Street gutters,
Vioinity.
Have on hand a conatantly replenished, care- $9.40; all referred to the Com. on Claims
fully selectedand ever fresh stock of
and Accounts.
The Com. on Streets,Roads and Bridges
view of the vacancy in
asked for further time to report on petitions
the Jledical (Profession, ocfor sidewalks;granted.
Clocks,
The Special Com. on printing Ordincasioned ly the departure of
Watches,
ances reported that they have furnished the
Jewelry,
Father Qr. (B. Ledcicer,
printer with all ordinancesnot in conflict
Pocket Cutlery, with the present charter,and recommend
respectfully an- Table
the passage of an Ordinance repealing
nounce to
friends
to
and amending several ordinances. The
report was accepted.
the Public, that
hare reThe Special Com. for making loan resolved to
ported no loan effected as yet, and asked
for further time;
,
reside in this citv, and vracJustices Post and Van Schelven reported
tice
Profession. I hare
for the month of May; reports accepted.
The City Marshal’s report for the month
established
office
of May was read and accepted.
Landegend’s brick building,
The Chief Eng. of the Fire Dep’t reported the return of the Allegan Fire Enfloor,
I
be
gine in good order and to the satisfaction
found
NIGHT.
of the owners.
The City Clerk reported two bids, as
case of absence leave
having been made to furnish lumber to
orders for all calls
the
the City for the current year. J. Van
Dyk A Co., to deliver common pine lumslate at the door.
ber for $10.97 and hc^ulock lumber for
(Respectfully Yours,
$8.99, per thousand ft., and G. VanPutten
to deliver common pine lumber for $9.90
F. S.
M. D.
and hemlock lumber for $(1.90 per thousand ft. The contract for furnishing lumHolland, Mich., April 1. 1874.
no-Kcl-tf
ber for City use was awarded to G. Van

VAN PEN BERG,

L. & S.

HOLLAND, MICH.

EIGHTH STREET,
A

JOSLIN 4

SmiAI,

To

Holland and

and

In

This Firm have brought to this City one of the
largest and best selected stock for the

That has ever been offered to Holland and vicinity.
A completeLine of Dry Goods, including a choice
selection of Dress Goods, Alpaccas, Ginghams, Trimmings and Notions.flpring and
Hummer Shawls, Sheeting and Shirting. In Gent's Furnishing,CothIng, Hats A Caps, we have a full
assortment.
Cloice StoHrin, Crochty ui Dliunre,
Our Department of Family Supplies,Flour, Feed.
Graham, etc., will receive the same attention as heretofore. No charge for
deliver}'.

We

my

and

my

and

SILVER, SETS,

I
remain here and

granted.

my

,

my

2nd

in Van

where

arc determined not to be undersold. Our
prices compete with those In Chicago
or Grand Rapids.

Farmers will find with us a ready market for ail
their produce.
Holland, Mich., April

BUOHU!
The only known remedy for

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,
.

And

...

, ,

M

ta

e n

m

10,

LOST

1874.

BOW
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RESTORED

!

can

DAY AND
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on
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bosses, Impotcucy,

irriage.etc. • also Consumption,epilepsy and
rlts, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra,
vagance; Piles, Ac.
Price,in scaled envelope, only six cents.

positive remedy for

a

The celebrated author, In this admirableEssay,
demonstratesfrom a thirty years’ successful
GOUT,
STRICTURES, DIA- clearly
practice,that the alarming consequencesof selfBETES, DI8PEPSIA,
abuse may be radicallycured without the dangerous use of internal medicineor the application
DEBILITY, DROP8EY,
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
Non-retention or Incontinenceof Urine, Irritation, certain and effectual by means ol which every
sufferer,no matter what his condition may be,
Inflamation or Ulceration of the
may cure himself cheaply, privately and radically.
IV This Lecture should be In the hands of every
youth aud every man in the land.

GRAVEL

NERVOUS

BLADDER A KIDNEYS,
SPERMATORRHCEA,

Sent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any adLencorrhoe or Whites, Diseasesof the Prostate dress, on receipt of six cents, or two postage
(Hand, Stone in the Bladder,
stamps. Also, DR. HILLHBEE’H REMEDY FOR
Golculns Gravel or Brlckdust Depositand Mucus PILES. Send for circular.
Addressthe Publishers,
or Milky Discharges.

Silver Plated Ware,

I would

SONS.

Extract

£

All First Class Goods. At the

Lowest Cash

.

WERKHAN &

KEARyiTBlT’S HAM:

complete stock of

KID GLOVES.

v

Moved by Aid. Dykema, seconded by Aid.

Rampcrman, that the minority report of the
Com. on Ways and Means be adopted.
Yeas and Nays called: Aid. Van Landegend, Rampcrman,Dykema Duursema
and Sipp, Yay. Aid. Ranters and Vis-

Carried.

MILLINERY AND TRIMMINGS,
OK THE LATEST STYLES.

ms,

j

Mayor.
ser, Ww.— Carried.
The roll was called by the clerk. PresThe Com. on Public Buildings and
ent: Aid. Ranters, Van Landegcnd, Ram
Propertyreported, recommendingthat the
perman, Dykema, Duursema, Sipp and
reouest of J. Van Landegend (in behalf of
Visser.
citizens), for the use of Market Square for
The minutes of the last meeting were
the 4th of July next, be granted; provided
read and approved.
fences etc., arc left in their present good
A petition of G. J. Haverkate and others
order.
remonstratingagainst the laying of a sideMoved by Aid. Visser seconded by Aid.
walk on the East side of Fish Street, beRampcrman, that the report be adopted.
tween 7th and 9th Streets was presented
Yeas and Nays called : Aid. Ranters, Van
and read, and referredto the Com. on
Landegend, Ramperman, Duursema. Sipp
Streets,Ronds and Bridges.
and Visser, Yea. Aid. Dykema, Nay.—
A petition of W. Vorst and others for a
*
bridge across the ditcli and the opening of
^ The^Council adjourned to Wednesday,
15th Street; referred to the Com. on
Streets, Roads and Bridges.
A petition of T. F. Akely for a repeal
of the first clause of Sect. 8, of an OrdijMcttisoucnts.
nance relativeto auctioneers was presented,
read and referred to the Com. on Ways
and Means.
A petition of J. Van Landegcndfor the
use of the Market Square for the 4th of JuFluid
ly, was presented; referred to the Com. on
Public Buildingsand Property.
A petition of saloon-keepers,to have

In nddltlon to our Department of
aeaeon added

Official,

Common Council
Wednesday, June 17, 1874.
The Common Council met in regular
session and was called to order by the

127

KEARNEY’S

Chas. J. C. Kline & Co.,
BOWERY, NKW YORK, Post-OfficeBox 4,586.
76-127

EXTRACT BUCHU

WOODRUFF,

Dr. E.

Permanently Cures all Diseases «f the

BLADDER, KIDNEYS, AND DROPSICAL
SWELLINGS,
Existing in Men,

Women

BOTANIC PHYSICIAN,
38

and Children,

GTNO MATTER WHAT THE

CANAL STREET
[UP BTAIIiS.]

IXTJlO has

for the past twelve years been located in Opera Block, has now, since he
Prof. Steel says: “One bottle of Kearney’s ing burned out* removed his stock to 38 Canal
Fluid Extract Buchu is worth more thau all other street,where he continuesto cure every descripBuchus combined."
tion of Acute, Cubonic and Private Disease,
Price, One Dollar per bottle,or Six bottles for on the most reasonable terms. He manufactures
all his remedies from the raw material, hence,
Five Dollars.
known to be pubklt vegetable. He uses no
Mineralsor Poisons.Having prescribed for over
Depot, 101
St, Nev Fork,
eighteen thtusand patients within the past ten
A PhysicianIn attendanceto answer correspon- years, without losing one or them, where he
w as the only doctor called. He guarantees readence and give advice gratis.
sonable satisfaction in the treatment of every
t3T Send stamp for Pamphlets,free. 121-172 disease which afflicts humanity.
He keeps constantly on hand over 200 kinds of
THE
the most choice Roots. Burk and Herbs, and over
100 kinds of his own manufacture of medicines.
He Is to he found at his office at all hours -day
or night.
Among the leading articles of medicine manufactured by him are his Liver Syrups, Cough

AGE!

Tv

Sms

-

LEDEBOER,

OF

-

TO

BOTH SEXES.

Sthups, and Female Restoratives; all of which
give universal satisfaction.Cal! and counsel
Consultation. with a doctor who will promise you nothing but
what he will faithfullyperform, and will correctDb. J. B. Dtott. graduate of Jefferson Medical ly locate your disease and give yon a correct diagPuttcn.
College,Philadelphia, author of several valuable nosis of your cases without asking you scarcelv
A Bill was introduced to provide for works, can be consulted on all diseases of the Sexu- a question. Liver complaints treatedfor filly
cents per week, and other diseases in proportion.
Salaries of certain City Oflicers; it was al or UrinaryOrgana, (which he has made an es- Council at the office free.
pecial study) either in mail or female, no matter
read by its title and placed on the General from what cause originating or of how long stand-, Liver Complaint treated for fifty cents per week
NOTIONS,
At the Store of
Order of the Day.
ing. A practice of 8u years enables him to treat and other diseases in proportion.Counsel at the
Gallon ua and you may be sure the appearance,
office free. Medicine sent ny express all parts of the
The
account
o'f G. II Sipp, $1 .50, and diseases with success. Cures guaranteed. Charges
pricesand qualityof our Goods will suit you. We are
23-1.
reasonable.Those at a distance can forward letter United
$10.00 to J. Quartel, for grading for fence
L.
ready to repair,
describing symptoms and enclosing stamp to preon East side of Market Square, were or- pay postage.
Judiciously and carefully selected for WATCHES, CLOCKS OR JEWELRY,
Send for the Guide to Health. Pnce 10c.
dered paid.
the season, and comprising the most comIn a ThoroughlySatisfactory
Manner.
J. B, DYOTT, M.D.,
The Council then went into Com. of the
plete assortmentof Boots and Shoes ever
Dr. J.
Carpenter
Corner of 8th and Market Streets. Whole on the bill “ to provide for Salaries Physician and Surgeon,UM Duane St., N. Y.
offered in THE CITY OF HOLLAND.
4A-t»cl-ly
of certain City Officers.” The Com. of
to the citizens of
Ladies,
the Whole arose and reported, recommendGents,
ing the passage of the bill under considera! Holland City and vicinity, that
Youths,
tion.
after twelve years’ experience

FANCY

Boots and

Charge for Advice

and

TOYS,

AND

Shoes,

SPBIETSMA

No

HUENTH

.

States.

& SON.

PERSONAL.
H.

would

announce

Hardware

Misses and
Chidren’s

F.

Wear,

Of the Latest Styles.

CUSTOM WORK AND REPAIRING
Done

at

abort notice.

Cash Paid for Hides.

Dry Goods,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,
Boots a Shoes,
Etc., Etc.

Brick
Store,
- -

this city and the Boot and Shoe Store of

E. J.

1, 1974.

U-Xd-iy

be found at all tlmea, at

Wholesale

or

Retail

Good* of the Best Quality and

20 Acres on the North Side of Block I /ike.
Wltha good view of Holland City; Eight acres In
fru«», andagoodHonaeand Well. Price S2.500.
H. Bacos.
Holland. April 8.
111-1©

CASH

1874.

DUURSEMA.

HARRINGTON,

Where may

lor <Nf.

J.

in the

of

SPBIETSMA & SON.

Holland, April

Steketee,

Desire to inform their many friends and customers that they have on hand and for sale

Our prices compare favorable with those
o" our neighbors, and It is our purpose

L.

A A.

T.

Holland,

at

!

the Lowest

PRICES.

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

KOFFER8.

G.

GRINGHU1S.

A-IRRI V -A.L

Moved by Aid. Van Landegcnd, seconded by Aid. Ranters, that the report be
adopted. Yeas and Nays called: Aid.
Ranters, Van Landegcnd, Rampcrman, Gratefully acknowledgingthe liberal patronage of his many friends and customers
Duursema, and Visser, Yea; Aid. Dykein the past, respectfullyinvites
ma and Sipp, Way.— Carried.
the attention of the]:
Public to his
The bill was then passed to a third reading and placed upon its final passage.
Moved by Aid. Van Landegcnd, seconded by Aid. Ranters: that the bill “to proOF
vide for the Salaries of certain City
Officers,”does pass. Yeas and Nays
called: Aid. Ranters, Van Landegcndand
Visser, Yea. Aid. Rampcrman, Dykema,
DuursemH and Sipp, Way.— Lost.
Moved by Aid. Van Landegcnd, second- I hope to see all my old friends and many new
ed by Aid. Dykema: to reconsider the
ones to cx&mlno my goods, so well
•elecied for the trade.
last vote. Yeas and Nays called: Aid.
Wi have on hand a full Ancrtmentof thi Beit
Ranters, Van Landegcnd, Rampcrman,
Dykema, Duursema and Sipp, Yea. Aid. COOK, PARLOR AND HEATING 8TOVE8.
Visser, Way.— Carried.
Stove-Pipe,Stove Furniture, Etc.,
On motion of Aid. Van Landegcnd,
Horse Nails,
seconded by Aid. Duursema.
Horse Shoes,
Revoked, That the second clause of the
Wagon Springs,
first Section of an Ordinance entitled
Horse Trimmings,
“an Ordinance to provide for the payment
Glpss, Putty,
of the Salaries of certain City Officers,
Paints, Oils,
for the fiscal year of 1874,” be amended
Nails, etc.
so as to read two hundred and fifty instead
of two hundred dollars.Yeas and Nays
called: Aid. Van Landegend, Ramperman, Dykema, Duursema, Sipp and
Visser, Yea. Aid. Ranters, Aray.— Car-

DER VEEN,

E. VAN

LARGE
STOCK
- O-EnSTER/AL

Hard-ware.

.

Farmers’ Implements,
Carpenters’ Tools,

ried.

Of the

Store

And many other things

too numerous to mention.
Aid. Van Landegend, seconded by Aid. Rampcrman:that the “Ordin- BZFAIBIK0 A JOBBINO DONS AT 8B0BT HOTICI.
E. VAN DER VEEN.
ance to provide for the payment of the

Moved by

SPRING

AND SUMMER STOCK
At

J.

DUURSEMA &

CO.

to order.

Immense Supplies of

Dry

Goods,
Goods,

^

Clothing,
/ Crockery,
Stoneware,

.

Groceries,

Glassware,

Our Assortment of Goods

-

is

R.

view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

WB SELL

CIIEAIP.

Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready
market and the highest prices. * J. DUURSEMA & CO.

RIVER STREET,

-

BOOKBINDERY
'

- HOLLAND,

MIOJH.

OF

A. CLOETINGH,
River,

St.,

Holland.

I

I

RANTERS, ) Com. on Ways
D. VISSER. j and Means.

cannot concur with the above report,

and recommend to have payment
once

complete and selected with a

46-Xcl-ly

would Inform the Public that by an Increased
To the Hon. Mayor and Common Coun- supply of neccessarytools and machinery I am
cil of the City of Holland. Gents:— Your better enabledthan heretofore to meet their want*
satisfyall who have BOOK BINDING to perCom. respectfully report, that the terms and
form, of whateverkind or nature It majr be. I shall
for paying saloon licenses shall be as give this branch of my business more particularatfollows: $50 immediatelyand $50 on the tention than heretofore.I have limited my trade
exclusively to
1st of September, 1874.

Provisions,

Feed and Grains.

Sts.

:

L.

Flour,

8. E. cor. 8th A River

The Com. on Ways and Means reported
as follows

Notions and Trimmings,
Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

Salaries of certain City Officers” be passed as amended. Yeas and Nays called:
Aid. Van Landegend, Rampcrman, Dykema, Duursema, Sipp ana Visser, Yea.
Aid. Ranters, Way.— Carried.
The Council took a recess of fifteen minutes, after which the Council was called

at

Stationary and School Books.
And

will

keep constantly on hand an assorted
Stock of all kinds of

amount, as agreed upon in a Paper,
previous meeting of the Common Council.
Envelopes,
Writing Books,
— J. DYREMA, of Com. on Ways and
Pens,
Means.
for full

Moved

by Aid. Ranters, seconded by
Aid. Visser, that the majority report of
the Com. on Ways and Means be adopted.
Yeas and Nays called: Aid. Ranters and
Visser, Yea. Aid. Van Landegcnd, Ram-

perman, Dykema, Duursema and
Way.— Lost.

Sipp,

Pencils,

Albums,
Diaries,Ete., Etc.
Also a full line of

Confectionary and Toys.
49-3s
A. CLOETINGH.

tf

the practice of Medicines,
Surgery and Midwifery,' he is
now permanently located in
this City, where lie will continue to practice his profession.
Returning his thanks for past
patronage, he hopes to receive
a share for the future and to he
able to satisfy all reasonable
in

expectation.
Holland, Mich., May

15,

1874.117tf

Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of
payment of a certain Indenture of Mortgage, which
was made and executedby Neeltje Z ataman and
Pieter Zalsman her hnsbadH.of the City of Holland, Ottawa County,State of Michigan,to Henry
D. Post, of the same place, on the twenty-sixth
(26th) day of Sep tern be*, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundredand seventy-one (A. D.
1871,)which was recorded In the Officeof the Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa In the
State of Michigan, on the twenty-seventh(27th)
day of September, In the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-one(A. I).
1871,) at 2 o'clock P. M., on page 2W, of Liber ‘W’
of Mortgages,In said office, which said mortgage
was duly assigned by Henry D. Post, of the City of
Holland, Ottawa County, State of Michigan.' to
Jan Trlmpe of the same place by a certain deed of
assignment,executed aud dated on the thirty-first
(31st) day of March, in the year of our Lord one
thonsann eight hundred and seventy-three, (A. I).
1678.) which said deed of assignmentwas recorded
In the Officeof the Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa, in the State of Michigan, on tho
fifteenth(16th) day of April, In the year of our Lord
one thousandeight hundred and seventy-three
(A. D. 1878,) at 8 o'clock A. M., on page 606 of
Liber “S" of Mortgages.In said office, by which
default the power of sale contained In the said
Mortgagehas become operative,and on which Mortgage there ia now claimed to be due the sum of one
tnousandone hundred and seventy-sevendollars
and twenty-ninecents, ($1,177.29)of principal and
Interest,together with an Attorney's fee of twentyfive dollars ($25.00)as in said Mortgage stipulated
and agreed for foreclosing said Mortgage,and the
costs and charges of said foreclosure and sale, as
also provided In said Mortgage; and no suit or proceedings, either In law or In equity, having been
commencedfor the foreclosureof said MorQpge, or
tho collection of the debt secured thereby, or any
part thereof, Notice Is therefore hereby riven, that
by virtue of the power of sale in said Mortgage
contained, I shall sell at publio auction to the
highest bidder, thd lands and premises described
In said Mortgage,on the fifteenth (1WM day qf Bmtember, in the year qf cur Lord one thoueandeight
hundred and eeventy-four(A. D. 1874), at two o'clock
in (he afternoon qf that day. at the front door of the
Court House, In the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa
County.State of Michigan, that being the place
where tne Circuit Court for the said County of Ottawa Is holden, which said lands, and premisea are
describedas follows, via:— “All of, that certain
parcel of land which is situated in the City of Holland, County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,aud
further known and described as Lot numbered five
(5) In Block numbered thirty-five(36) In said City,
according to the map thereof, of record, in the
office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa County
aforesaid,as of the villageof Holland.
Dated the 11th day of June, A. D. 1874.

TRfMPK,

JAN
of Mortgage*.
H. D. Post, Attorney for ALengnte.

